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1.Introduction  
 

Carotenoid pigments are widely present in living organisms: plants, animals, 

and humans [Britton et al., 1995]. Physiological functions of plant carotenoids are 

directly related to the place they appear. In the case of the photosynthetic apparatus, 

carotenoids play the role of accessory pigments and photoprotectors against 

oxidative damage. This protection, necessary to maintain the physiological activity 

of chloroplasts subjected to illumination under the condition of accompanying 

oxygen evolution, is realized via two main physical mechanisms. These 

mechanisms are the quenching of the triplet state of chlorophyll, which is a very 

efficient photosensitizer, and the quenching of active oxygen species: singlet 

oxygen and free radicals. Basically, the same protective mechanisms of carotenoid 

pigments are recognized to play a major role in other tissues of living organisms, 

including humans. Interestingly, the macular membranes of human retina contain 

principally two polar carotenoid pigments, lutein and zeaxanthin. Two main 

physiological functions are ascribed to the macular xanthophylls: protection against 

photoinduced damage of the membrane system and a shielding effect protecting the 

system against potentially harmful, short-wavelength radiation. The question still 

open is why the macular membranes always contain both, lutein and zeaxanthin, 

and not just one pigment and not other carotenoids? What role[s] could the macular 

pigment play in possibly protecting the retina in general, and the macula in 

particular? First and foremost, these are colored compounds, and as such, absorb 

visible light. Even though the structures are very similar, the β,ε-structure of lutein 

means that there are 10 conjugated double bonds in the molecule, whereas 

zeaxanthin, with the β,ε-structure, has 11 conjugated double bonds [fig.2-6]. As 

such, lutein absorbs at slightly shorter wavelengths than does zeaxanthin. This 

difference is depicted in [fig.2-7]. Both lutein and zeaxanthin are effective in 
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filtering blue light [400–475 nm], but zeaxanthin is much more effective in 

absorbing blue-green light at 500 nm and slightly above. This ability to filter out 

blue light on entering the retinal tissue has the effect of decreasing the chromatic 

aberration associated with the lower wavelengths of visible light, i.e., the blue and 

blue-green region of the visible spectrum. This action could therefore explain the 

presence of coloured carotenoids in the macular region, but it does not explain why 

the two xanthophylls, lutein and zeaxanthin, have been selected from the more than 

20 carotenoids present in human plasma [Khachik et al., 1997]. β-Carotene, 

lycopene or β-cryptoxanthin, also present in human plasma at concentrations 

equivalent to that of lutein and zeaxanthin [Krinsky et al., 1990], would also serve 

as effective filters of blue light, but they have not been selected for this action. 

What are the distinguishing characteristics of the macular carotenoids, lutein and 

zeaxanthin, that account for their virtually exclusive accumulation within the 

primate macula? What makes them functionally unique? There must be some 

specific property of these xanthophylls that might help explain their presence in the 

primate retina. One such property is their disposition in biological membranes. 

Both biological functions proposed for lutein and zeaxanthin in the retinal 

membranes of an eye require a special arrangement of xanthophyll pigment 

molecules within the membranes. The two hydroxyl groups, at either end of the 

retinal carotenoids may have special importance. Zeaxanthin was found to adopt a 

roughly perpendicular orientation to the plane of the membrane, whereas lutein 

appeared to exist in two distinct pools in these membranes. One pool followed the 

orientation of zeaxanthin, whereas the second pool was parallel with respect to the 

membrane. Such a localization and orientation of lutein and zeaxanthin has a 

pronounced effect on the structural properties and molecular dynamics of lipid 

membranes in contrast to the apolar β-carotene. β-Carotene, lacking hydrophilic 

substitutes, remains entirely within the hydrophobic core of the membrane and it 
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retains a substantial degree of mobility which suggests a less orderly integration 

into the membrane structure. Fluorophores designed to localize within a specific 

region of a biological specimen easily share membrane locations with carotenoids. 

In addition to the high detection sensitivity, the fluorescence process is sensitive to 

subtle changes in molecular environment. Therefore, the use of fluorescent probes 

is a powerful method to obtain information about the structure, function, and health 

of cells. The fluorescent dyes Laurdan and DPH have been used to label model 

membranes. Special fluorescence characteristics obtained from model membranes 

which have been doped with carotenoids, were evaluated in order to interpret 

mechanisms involved.  Our purpose in this study is to clarify definitive differences 

at molecular level between carotenoids with a polar group [lutein and zeaxanthin], 

the less polar carotenoid canthaxanthin and β-carotene lacking a polar group with 

regard to their distribution and positioning and/or orientation in the membranes. 

We have examined [1] the miscibility or incorporation yield of the carotenoid into 

model or native membranes using a spectrophotometer technique, [2] the stability 

of carotenoids in membranes upon storage using spectrometry, and furthermore, [3] 

the quenching abilities of the main dietary carotenoids incorporated into a 

membrane to fluorescent dyes. Several aspects resulting from these examinations 

can be potentially analyzed in order to understand better the physiological 

importance of lutein and zeaxanthin in the vision apparatus.     
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2.Theortical background and Literature Review  
 

2.1-Anatomy of the Eye 
 

The eye is a complex organ composed of many parts. Good vision depends 

on the way in which those parts work together. The basic structures of the eye are 

explained in [fig.2-1] as follows: 

 

 

Fig.2-1.: A simple diagram of the eye. 

• The anterior chamber is an aqueous  area bound in front by the cornea and 

in back by the lens.   

• The aqueous area contains a clear, watery solution in both anterior and 

posterior chambers.  

• The artery is the vessel supplying blood to the eye.   
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• The canal of Schlemm is the passage way for the aqueous fluid to leave the 

eye.   

• The choroid, which carries blood vessels, is the inner coat between the 

sclera and the retina.  

• The ciliary body is a hidden part of the iris, which together with the ora 

serrata forms the uveal tract.  

• The conjunctiva is a clear membrane covering the white of the eye [sclera].   

• The cornea is a clear, transparent part of the outer coat of the eyeball 

through which light passes to the lens.   

• The iris gives our eyes color and it functions like the aperture of a camera, 

enlarging in dim light and contracting in bright light. The aperture itself is 

known as the pupil.   

• The lens focuses light on the retina.   

• The macula is a small area in the retina that provides our most central, acute 

vision.  

• The optic nerve conducts visual impulses from the retina to the brain.  

• The ora serrata and the ciliary body form the uveal tract, hidden part of the 

iris.   

• The posterior chamber is the area behind the iris, in front of the lens, which 

is filled with aqueous solution.   

• The pupil is the opening, or aperture, of the iris.   

• The rectus medialis is one of the six muscles of the eye.   

• The retina is the innermost coat of the back of the eye, formed of light-

sensitive nerve endings that carry the visual impulse to the optic nerve. The 

retina may be compared to the photo-sensitive film of a camera.   

• The sclera is the white of the eye.   

• The vein is the vessel that carries blood away from the eye.   
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• The vitreous is a transparent, colorless mass of soft, gelatinous material 

filling the eyeball behind the lens [webvision, October 2003]. 

2.1.1-Simple anatomy of the retina 

When an ophthalmologist uses an ophthalmoscope to look into a eye he sees 

the following view of the retina [fig.2-2]. 

 

Fig.2-2.: Human retina as seen through an ophthalmoscope. 

In the center of the retina is the optic nerve, a circular to oval white yellowish 

area measuring about 2 x 1.5 mm across. From the center of the optic nerve radiate 

the major blood vessels of the retina. Approximately 17 degrees [4.5-5 mm], or two 

and half disc diameters to the left of the disc, can be seen the slightly oval-shaped, 

blood vessel-free reddish spot, the fovea, which is at the center of the area known 

as the macula by ophthalmologists. Familiar to ophthalmologists is a yellow 
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pigmentation to the macular area known as the macula lutea [yellow around fovea]. 

This pigmentation is the reflection from yellow screening pigments, the 

xanthophyllic carotenoids, zeaxanthin and lutein. The physiological significance of 

this selective accumulation of xanthophylls is based on filtration of potentially 

damaging blue light, on their quenching of photochemically-induced reactive 

oxygen species, attenuation of chromatic aberration, and inhibition of apoptosis. It 

is believed that via these mechanisms, lutein and zeaxanthin can contribute to 

reduce the risk for age related macular degeneration, the leading cause of 

irreversible loss of vision in ageing populations [webvision, October 2003].   

The yellow pigment that forms the macula lutea in the fovea can be clearly 

demonstrated by viewing a section of the fovea in the microscope with blue light 

[fig.2-3]. The dark pattern in the foveal pit extending out to the edge of the foveal 

slope is caused by the macular pigment distribution indicating an absorption of blue 

light by the macular pigment took place [Snodderly et al., 1984]. 

 

                          
         

Fig.2-3.: Vertical section through the monkey fovea to show the distribution of 
the macula lutea [black].   
 

The retina is composed of several layers with different roles [fig.2-4]. The 

first layer encountered by light is called the nerve fiber layer. Here, the nerve cells 

travel from all the parts of the retina to the optic nerve. Under this layer are found 

most of the retinal blood vessels. They are responsible for nourishing the inner 

parts of the retina. The outermost layer is the photoreceptor layer. The 
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photoreceptor layer, composed of cones for fine and color vision, and rods for 

vision in dim light, consists of the cells that actually convert light into nerve 

impulses. There are approximately 120 million rods and 6 million cones in a human 

retina.  Most of the cones are located in the macula.  The photoreceptor cells lie on 

top of a layer of cells called the retinal pigment epithelium or RPE. The RPE is 

responsible for keeping the photoreceptors healthy and functioning well. Under the 

RPE is the retina’s second set of blood vessels which are in a layer called the 

choroid. The RPE, fed by the blood vessels of the choroid, nourish the 

photoreceptors. The macular carotenoids are most densely localized between the 

incoming light and the photoreceptors where they could efficiently act as a blue 

light filter, shielding the most delicate functional structures of the retina including 

the photoreceptors, retinal pigment epithelium and the underlying choriocapillaris 

from this radiation. At the same time, however, carotenoids are close enough to the 

photoreceptors to allow a direct chemical quenching [Kirschfeld, 1982]. 

  

Fig.2-4.: Simple diagram of the organization of the retina. 

 

2.2-Potential role of Lutein and Zeaxanthin in protecting the eye 
 

 The carotenoids are among the most common pigments in nature and are 

natural lipid soluble antioxidants [Machlin and Bendich, 1987]. β-carotene is the 

LIGHT 
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best studied carotenoid because of its importance as a vitamin A precursor. 

However, it is only one of the approximately 600 naturally occurring carotenoids 

[Erdman, 1988]. In addition to β-carotene, α-carotene, lutein and lycopene are 

important carotenoid components of the human diet [Micozzi et al., 1990].  

 The xanthophylls, lutein and zeaxanthin, may play a critical function for 

maintenance of normal visual function. These polar compounds are the 

predominant carotenoids in the macula, while other non-polar carotenoids, 

including β-carotene and lycopene are absent [Bone et al., 1988 ; Handelman et al., 

1988]. The high concentrations of these carotenoids are responsible for the 

yellowish color of this region of the retina designated as the macula lutea or 

“yellow spot”. Like in the macula, the predominant carotenoids in the lens are 

lutein and zeaxanthin, while β-carotene and lycopene have not been detected in 

human lenses [fig.2-5] [Cognis website, May 2003]. 

����
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Fig.2-5.:  Distribution of Lutein and Zeaxanthin in different tissues. 
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The hydroxy  groups of the polar carotenoids may allow them to incorporate 

into cell membranes in an ordered orientation that stabilizes the membrane [fig.2-6] 

[Snodderly, 1995]. A membrane-spanning orientation of a typical xanthophyll 

molecule seems to be a direct consequence of reasonably good matching of the 

thickness of the hydrophobic core of biomembranes [about 3 nm] and the distance 

between opposite polar groups [3 to 3.2] nm depending on the exact location of 

oxygen atoms in the carotenoid molecule [Milon et al., 1986a]. The condition of 

matching the distance between polar groups and the thickness of the membrane 

hydrophobic core leads to relatively good predictions of a carotenoid orientation, in 

particular in the case of fluid membranes formed with unsaturated lipids [egg yolk 

phosphatidylcholine] [Gruszecki, 1999]. 

 

Fig.2-6.:Chemical structure of ββββ-carotene and lycopene [not found in the 
retina], compared with the structures of zeaxanthin and lutein, the retinal 
carotenoids that form the macular pigment. 
 

2.2.1-Spectroscopic properties of the macular carotenoids 
 

The most obvious characteristic of all carotenoids is their intense 

colouration, as a result of the extensive π-π conjugation in the polyene chain 

leading to absorption in the visible specific region above 400 nm [Britton, 1995]. 
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The colour differences of carotenoids arise from the differences in the number of 

conjugated bonds: more extended conjugation [more double bonds] determine 

absorption at higher wavelengths [bathochromic effect]. Lutein and zeaxanthin 

differ very slightly in colour. Purified zeaxanthin typically has a rosy appearance, 

which is not observed in lutein [deep yellow]. In both of these carotenoids the 

number of fully conjugated double bonds in the polyene chain is n = 9. The extent 

of conjugation in the zeaxanthin molecule is longer [β,β-ring] [consisting of 11 

double bonds] than that of lutein [β,ε-ring, 10 double bonds] explaining the higher 

λmax [451 nm] for zeaxanthin than for lutein [445 nm].  

  The shape of the UV-Visible spectra of lutein and zeaxanthin, in ethanol, are 

almost the same. They have a typical carotenoid fine structure of three peaks [fig.2-

7]. A central maximum [II] is flanked at longer wavelengths by a secondary 

maximum [III] and a distinct shoulder at shorter wavelengths [I]. These transitions 

are numbered I, II, and III from short to long wavelength [Britton, 1995]. The 

presence of the added interaction of the second β-ring double bond in zeaxanthin 

with the extended conjugation of the polyene chain, very slightly lowers the energy 

separation between the ground state and the excited state. This small effect results 

in a roughly 6-nm red-shift in the absorption maximum of zeaxanthin [λmax = 451 

nm in ethanol] when compared to that of lutein [λmax = 445 nm] [fig.2-7]. The other 

optically significant difference in these two carotenoids is the distance between 

peaks II and III, illustrated by the intervening minimum, and the ratio of their 

intensities. For zeaxanthin, peak II and III are both somewhat broader and the 

spacing between them is smaller, resulting in a less distinct maximum for III with a 

more shallow minimum between peaks II and III. For zeaxanthin, λIII-λII is 26 nm 

and the II/III ratio is 38%. The corresponding spacing for lutein is 29 nm and a 

distinct minimum between II and III is observed in well-purified samples. The 

lutein II/III ratio is 60%. For lutein, peak I is a fully distinct maximum, not a 
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shoulder. Both lutein and zeaxanthin are effective in filtering blue light [400-475 

nm], but zeaxanthin is much more effective in absorbing blue-green light at 500 nm 

and slightly above [fig.2-7]. 

           

Fig.2-7.: Spectra of lutein and zeaxanthin, in ethanol, illustrate the 
characteristic differences in the absorption properties  of the two carotenoids 
[adapted from Landrum and Bone, 2001]. 
 

2.2.2-The yellow color of lutein and zeaxanthin, the mechanistic basis 
 

Carotenoids appear yellow because they absorb blue light [blue being the 

complementary color of yellow]. On the other hand, blue light can damage the 

retina [Ham and Müller, 1989; Gottsch et al., 1990], and this property of 

carotenoids is one basis for their physiological action in the retina. The relationship 

between the wavelength of blue light and its potential to induce damage in the 

retina is expressed by the “Blue light hazard function”[Ham and Müller, 1989]. 

This function is maximized at around 450 nm, the wavelength at which lutein and 

zeaxanthin absorb light is shown in [fig.2-8]. Thus, these carotenoids can absorb 

blue light before it initiate a damaging reactions in the photoreceptors. Their 

location just in front of the photoreceptors, is appropriate and efficient to their filter 

action and also explains the classical function of a macular pigment, namely the 
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attenuation of chromatic aberration [a defect in a lens system in which different 

wavelengths of light are focused at different distances because they are refracted 

through different angles. It produces a blurred image with colored fringes]. 

   

Fig.2-8.: Blue light hazard function and absorption spectrum of macular 
pigment [adapted from Ham and Müller, 1989]. 
 
2.2.3-Approximate location and distribution of lutein and zeaxanthin in the 
retina and macula 

 

Fig.[2-9] is a schematic representation of the localization of the macular 

pigment within the retina, relative to the incoming light and photoreceptors. While 

the visibility of the yellow color marks just the regions of highest concentration of 

the macular pigment, carotenoids can also occur in other regions of the retina as 

indicated recently [Sommerburg et al.,1999;Rapp et al.,2000]. 
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Fig.2-9.:Diagram of approximate location of the macular pigment in the retina 
[adapted from Schalch, 2000]. The outermost layer [farthest from the 
incoming light] contains the rods and cones. The middle layer contains the 
bipolar neurons. The inner layer [closest to incoming light] contains the 
ganglion cells. The axons of the ganglion cells make up the optic nerve, [see 
fig.2-4 for more details]. Rods and cones consist of outer segment  and inner 
segment. 

 

Bone &Landrum carried out the first chromatographic characterization of the 

macular pigment using high performance liquid chromatography [HPLC] analysis 

to demonstrate that there are actually two xanthophylls present in the macula, 

namely lutein and zeaxanthin [Bone et al., 1985 and Bone et al., 1988]. Shortly 

thereafter, a different ratio between lutein and zeaxanthin in the central fovea and 

the more peripheral regions was reported, more zeaxanthin than lutein being 

present in the center of the macula. Zeaxanthin declines very rapidly towards the 

edge of the macula, so that lutein becomes dominant carotenoid at the periphery. 

The ratio of lutein to total zeaxanthin is about 0.8 in the center of the macula and 

about 2.4 in the peripheral retina, whereas in plasma, lutein-to-zeaxanthin ratios 

from 7 to 4 are observed. Thus, it appears that nature by still unknown mechanisms 

not only facilitates the accumulation of the lutein and zeaxanthin specifically in the 

macula, but also reverses the ratio of lutein to zeaxanthin found in plasma, making 
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zeaxanthin dominant in the center of the macula and lutein dominant in the 

peripheral retina. 

Further evidence that lutein predominates peripherally was provided by the 

finding that subretinal fluid extracts from patients with rhegmatogenous retinal 

detachment*, a disease that primarily involves the peripheral retina, contain retinol 

and lutein, but no zeaxanthin, as determined by HPLC analysis [Chan et al., 1998].  

It is important to note that the non-polar carotenoids, β- carotene and 

lycopene, two major carotenoids in human plasma, are not found in the human 

retina [Handelman et al., 1988]. This indicates that the polarity of a molecule may 

determine its potential to have access to the retina. Interestingly, the apolar β- 

carotene was not detected in a postmortem retina from a subject who has been 

taking very high doses of a combination of β- carotene and canthaxanthin, whereas 

the less polar carotenoid canthaxanthin was present in substantial amounts [Daicker 

et al., 1987]. 

 
2.2.4-Possible contribution of lutein and zeaxanthin to reduce the risk for age-
related macular degeneration 
 
2.2.4.1-Age-related Macular Degeneration [AMD] 

 

AMD is the major cause of severe irreversible vision loss in the western 

world among persons older than 50 [Bressler et al., 1988]. The majority of authors 

[Bressler et al., 1988] understand AMD as a complex clinical picture which in the 

presence of some degree of visual loss is manifested by drusen, yellowish-white, 

elevated, and often confluent nodules consisting of abnormal glycoproteins and 

glycolipids at the base of the RPE cells [Frank, 1989]. This induces a regionally 

localized atrophy of the RPE and retinal changes associated with 

 

* Retinal separation associated with a break, a hole, or a tear in the sensory retina. 
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choroidal neovascularization [fig.2-10]. Drusen have unusually high lipid content 

and it has been suggested that they form when lipofuscin builds up in the RPE and 

just below it. Lipofuscin is a fluorescent catabolic product of lipid perioxidation 

resulting from the lifelong shedding of photoreceptor. It has been postulated that 

exposure of the retina to excessive blue light may increase the rate of lipofuscin 

formation. 

Fig.2-10.: Fundus  photograph of 2 persons normal or patients with AMD and the same 
scene as it might be viewed by these persons. 

 
2.2.4.2-Etiology of AMD and antioxidative properties of lutein and zeaxanthin 

 

The etiology of AMD is only poorly understood and both, genetic and 

environmental factors have been hypothesized to play a role. One environmental 

factor seems to be ocular exposure to sunlight [McCarty and Taylor, 1999], in 

particular a history of exposure to blue light in the preceding 20 years [Taylor et 
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al., 1992]. In the presence of photosensitizers, light can induce oxidative damage. 

However, oxidative damage can also be mediated independently of light by 

endogenous metabolic processes. The retina is highly active metabolically and has 

a much higher blood flow than other tissues. In such an environment, characterized 

by simultaneous presence of light and oxygen, numerous reactive oxygen species 

[ROS], including singlet oxygen and the superoxide radicals, can be generated 

[Schalch, 1992]. The ROS induce peroxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids. 

Through such damage, the integrity of the complex of photoreceptors and the 

retinal pigment epithelium is impaired, as well as the cyclic process of 

photoreceptor phagocytosis and renewal. Ultimately, this can lead to the 

accumulation of cell debris and lipofuscin in Bruch’s membrane, drusen formation, 

and finally neovascularization and retinal detachment. Effective treatments for the 

neovascular form of the disease other than Laser and/or Verteporfin are not known 

[Fine, 1999]. 

  The screening effect of carotenoids, described above, attenuates blue light 

and thus indirectly limits the photochemical generation of reactive oxygen species 

mediated via endogenous or exogenous photosensitizers. However, carotenoids in 

general, and lutein and zeaxanthin in particular, have intrinsic properties that result 

in direct quenching of these potentially damaging reactive entities. This quenching 

capability of carotenoids depends on the number of conjugated double bonds. As 

can be seen from the chemical structure of lutein and zeaxanthin [fig.2-6], lutein 

has 10 conjugated double bonds, while zeaxanthin contain 11 bonds and it is indeed 

a better singlet oxygen quencher than lutein [Conn et al., 1991]. This may explain 

the preponderance of zeaxanthin over lutein in the macular center [fig.2-11], where 

the incident light is most intense and the formation of reactive oxygen species is 

most intensive. Given that much of the retinal zeaxanthin has a chiral isomer 

[meso-zeaxanthin] which is not present in the blood [Bone et al., 1993], it has been 
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suggested that lutein may be the substrate converted into meso-zeaxanthin by the 

retina [Bone et al., 1993], because lutein is more available from food and is found 

in blood in higher concentrations than zeaxanthin [Gross, 1987,1991]. Such a 

conversion could be possible by a shift of the double bond in the lutein molecule. 

This conversion has the advantage of giving the retina a broader array of sources 

for its local zeaxanthin [better singlet oxygen quencher].  

   

   
     

Fig.2-11.: Macular preference for zeaxanthin. Adapted from  www.zeavision.com 

 

2.2.5-The physicochemical basis for the role of carotenoids in preventing and 
limiting photochemical damage 

 

If light of appropriate wavelength is absorbed by a sensitizer, this molecule 

can be excited to its first excited singlet state [1S]. This singlet state has a very short 

lifetime [< 10-7 sec] and dissipates its energy either by interacting with the solvent, 

emitting a photon in the process of fluorescence or by a radiationless transition to 
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its lowest excited triplet state [3S]. This triplet state is of central importance for 

photochemical reactions. The efficiency of any photosensitizer is determined by its 

ability to form a long-living triplet state with a high quantum yield [fig.2-12]. The 

retina contains a large number of molecules which absorb visible or near-ultraviolet 

light and therefore can act as photosensitizers [Dayhaw-Barker, 1986].  

 

Fig.2-12.: The chemical mechanism for the formation of singlet oxygen in the 
presence of a sensitizer and light. The reaction with atriplet oxygen induces 
the excitation and deactivation of the photosensitizer, resulting in a singlet 
oxygen. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The triplet states [3S] generated by the sensitization process 
have basically two possibilities of initiating photochemical 
reactions [Krinsky, 1979] 

Type I reactions: redox reactions 
initiated by the direct interaction of 
the triplet with suitable substrates 
[not involving oxygen] to produce 
radicals which can cause cellular 
damage 

Type II reactions: photodynamic 
reactions, with molecular oxygen [3O2] 
to produce either singlet oxygen [1O2

.] 
or superoxide anion radical O2 - .   
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In both, Type I or Type II reactions, the net result is the production of active free 

radicals, while Type II reactions predominantly yield singlet oxygen. All these 

reactive molecules have the potential of causing temporary or permanent damage to 

retinal tissue [Andley, 1987].  

Theoretically, there are two ways by which the yellow carotenoids can 

interfere with the initiation of photochemical reactions: by physical absorption of 

blue light thus preventing light from reaching the sensitizing molecules [1] or by 

chemical quenching of either the sensitizer triplet state or the singlet oxygen 

subsequently generated [2]. 

The quenching efficiencies of zeaxanthin and all-trans beta carotene against 

singlet oxygen are similar, whereas lutein, which has one conjugated double bond 

less than zeaxanthin, has a lower efficiency. This is consistent with data showing  

that the number of conjugated double bonds determines the efficiency of singlet 

oxygen quenching [Krinsky, 1968] 

The previous mechanisms can be summarized as follow: 

S    singlet state          1S*     intersystem crossing            3S*+3O2            S+1O2
. 

      excitation 

A triplet sensitizer 3S can initiate both Type I and Type II photosensitized 

reactions. Carotenoid protection against photosensitized reactions is the ability of 

these pigments to quench, by an energy transfer process, either triplet sensitizers or 
1O2

.. A carotenoid triplet that is formed can readily lose its energy to the 

environment and return to its original form. 
3S* + 1 Car                     S + 3Car* 

 
1O2

.  + 1 Car                    3O2 + 3 Car* 

 
3 Car*                            Car + heat        
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2.2.6-Nutritional aspects  
 

As can be seen in table [2-1], the vegetables and fruits that are normally 

consumed in large quantities contain more lutein than zeaxanthin [Hart and Scott, 

1995; Müller, 1996;Lam K-W and But, 1999; Park et al., 1998]. Therefore, it is not 

surprising to find that in human plasma the concentration of lutein is higher, by up 

to seven times, than that of zeaxanthin [Khachik et al., 1997; Olmedilla et al., 

1997; Ascherio et al., 1992]. Zeaxanthin is the dominant carotenoid in red peppers 

and also in the small red  berry Lycium Barbarum, “Gou Qi Zi” which can contain 

zeaxanthin in amounts of up to 5 mg/100g [Lam K-W and But, 1999]. This berry is 

commonly used in home cooking in China and is a constituent of traditional 

Chinese herbal medicine, in which, interestingly, it is used to improve visual 

acuity. 

Some dietary carotenoids such as β-carotene and β-cryptoxanthin act as 

precursors of essential vitamin A because they can be transformed by endogenous 

enzymes into retinol [vitamin A], which is involved not only in the vision process 

but also in the maintenance of conjunctival integrity. Therefore, these carotenoids 

can, at least partly, ameliorate vitamin A deficiency. However, lutein and 

zeaxanthin do not have substantial provitamin A activity [Weiser and Kormann, 

1993] and therefore, cannot provide retinol to the retina. 
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Table [2-1]: Different amounts of carotenoids [mg/100g] in some selected plants. 

 

2.3-Carotenoids as modulators of molecular membrane dynamics 
 

2.3.1-Membrane structure and function 
 

1-Composition 

 

Membranes are primarily composed of lipids and proteins with small 

contributions from carbohydrates. Phospholipids are major components of the cell 

membrane, they are similar to fats, but have only two fatty acids instead of three. 

The third hydroxyl group of glycerol is joined to a phosphate group, which is 

negatively charged. Additional small molecules, usually charged or polar [choline, 

serine, ethanolamine] can be linked to the phosphate group to form a variety of 

phospholipids [fig.2-13]. Phospholipids are described as being amphipathic, having 

both a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic region. Their tails, which consist of 
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hydrocarbons, are hydrophobic and are excluded from water. Their heads, however, 

which consist of the phosphate group and its attachments, are hydrophilic, and have 

an affinity for water [fig.2-14a]. Because of their structure, when phospholipids are 

added to water, they self-assemble into aggregates so that the phosphate heads are 

in contact with water and the hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails prefer water-free areas 

[fig.2-14b]. 

   

 

 
Fig.2-13.: Structure of phospholipids.        Fig.2-14.: Spontaneous assembly of phospholipids    
                                                                        to form films and bilayers. 
                                                                  

2-Membrane architecture 

Much evidence stands to show that membrane properties are best explained 

by a dynamic, fluid lipid bilayer structure as in the "Fluid Mosaic" model [Singer 

and Nicholson,1972]. 
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Fig.2-15.: Fluid mosaic model of a lipid bilayer membrane [Singer and Nicholson, 1972]. 

 

The fluid mosaic model of lipid bilayer membranes [fig.2-15], describes the 

essential features of the biological membrane. It is a two-dimensional fluid, or 

liquid crystal state, in which the hydrophobic components such as lipids and 

membrane proteins are constrained within the plane of the membrane, but are free 

to diffuse laterally. Using spectroscopic methods [ESR, NMR, Fluorescence, X-

Ray crystallography] it is possible to study the various motions within bilayers. The 

lipid bilayer gives to the membranes its fluidity characteristics, and the temperature 

affects the packing properties of the hydrocarbons [fig.2-16]. At low temperatures, 

the bilayer is in a gel state and tightly packed.  At higher [body] temperatures, the 

bilayer actually "melts' and the interior is fluid allowing the lipid molecules to 

move around, rotate, exchange places. This also allows movement of other 

components of the membrane [Wolfe, 1993].  
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Fig.2-16.: The effect of temperature on packing properties of hydrocarbons of the lipid bilayer membrane. 
 

3-Membrane cholesterol 

Cholesterol has a rigid ring system and a short branched hydrocarbon tail 

[fig.2-17]. Cholesterol is largely hydrophobic, but it has one polar group, a 

hydroxyl, making it amphipathic. Cholesterol is an essential constituent of cell 

membranes. It is also the precursor for synthesis of steroid hormones & vitamin D. 

Cholesterol inserts into bilayer membranes with its OH oriented toward the 

aqueous phase and its hydrophobic ring system adjacent to fatty acid chains of 

phospholipids. The hydroxyl group of cholesterol forms hydrogen bonds with polar 

phospholipid head groups [fig.2-17]. 

  
 Fig.2-17.: Cholesterol intercalation between the phospholpids [adapted from Alberts et al., 
1994]. 
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Incorporation of cholesterol into a phospholipid membrane modifies the 

transition energy from liquid crystal to gel state. However, interaction with the 

relatively rigid cholesterol decreases the mobility of hydrocarbon tails of 

phospholipids. The membranes containing cholesterol, reach an intermediate 

fluidity between the liquid crystal and the gel states.  

4-Membrane integral proteins 

These proteins are an integral part of the membrane [fig.2-18] inserted 

completely in the bilayer and they perform a variety of functions. Generally protein 

molecules are polar, their charged portions extending into the water at the 

membrane surface. These proteins may act as receptors for hormones or 

transmitters, they may form linkages with adjacent cells or with extracellular fibers, 

they may act as surface enzymes of organelles [e.g., Golgi bodies, mitochondria, or 

endoplasmic reticulum]. They may act also as carriers and pumps, or may be 

structural anchors for the cytoskeletal fibers that pull cells into non-globular forms. 

   Pores [ion gates] are integral proteins and may have an active role in 

regulating movement of particular substances, such as sugar or electrolytes [David 

L.Atkins, 1998]. 

  

Fig.2-18.: Membrane structure showing the integral protein passage through 
the lipid bilayer. 
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2.3.2-Physical properties of carotenoids in relation to membrane structure and 
dynamics  

 

Much is known about the physical and chemical properties of carotenoids in 

simple organic solutions. In vivo, however, carotenoids are part of a much more 

complex system-the living cell-and are in close proximity to other components such 

as proteins and lipids, frequently in organized and ordered structures such as 

membranes. The carotenoid must be able to fit into this complex system in the 

correct location and orientation. The overall shape, size and hydrophobicity of a 

carotenoid are obviously major features that determine the ability of a carotenoid to 

fit into subcellular structures. The structural details that characterize the individual 

carotenoid define the precise orientation that carotenoids can adopt as well as their 

interactions with surroundings.  

Better understanding of the physico-chemical properties of carotenoids and 

their interactions with various phospholipids is needed to clarify the mechanisms of 

their action in biological membranes. Carotenoids are in the immediate vicinity of 

other molecules, such as lipids and proteins, in organized structures [e.g. light-

harvesting complexes] in plant membranes and are able to fit into this complex 

system with correct position and orientation [Britton, 1995]. The capability of 

carotenoids to change membrane fluidity is essential with respect to their 

physiological implications as a modulator of signal transductions across 

membranes and membrane protein activities. The common chemical features of 

carotenoids are a polyisoprenoid structure, a long conjugated chain of double bonds 

in the central portion of the molecule, and high symmetry around the central double 

bond. Substantial differences in the activities of the carotenoids are afforded by 

certain groups attached to the terminal carbon rings. The structural details of the 

individual carotenoids may define the precise position and orientation in biological 

membranes. 
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The lipids comprising most biological membranes are in their liquid-

crystalline state under physiological conditions, and in some cases, the lipid 

bilayers may be primarily in their gel state, or the mixture of the liquid-crystalline 

and gel states or the mixture of two liquid-crystalline states [Mateo et al., 1995; 

Ten Grotenhuis et al., 1996]. The phase state of constituent lipids plays a major 

role in the control of membrane-mediated functions. 

The actual localization of lutein and zeaxanthin in macular membranes is still 

not clear and also a physiological function of these pigments is not fully understood 

at present. The role of these two pigments in the macula is most probably directly 

related to the protection against free radical attack to the membrane components 

and also to the attenuation of the effects of short-wavelength radiation penetrating 

the retina. Both the radical scavenger and the filtering efficacy of zeaxanthin and 

lutein in lipid membranes are potentially dependent on the organization of 

xanthophyll-lipid membranes. Several aspects of this organization can potentially 

be analyzed in order to understand better the physiological importance of lutein and 

zeaxanthin in the vision apparatus. The most frequently dicussed aspects are the 

following: 

• Localization of the pigments in the membranes [lipid head-group region 

versus hydrophobic core or protein complexes]. 

• Orientation of xanthophylls with respect to a membrane. 

• Organization of the xanthophyll-lipid membranes [pigment aggregation]. 

• Effect of xanthophylls on the physical and dynamic properties of lipid 

membranes. 
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2.3.3-Relevant experimental data regarding the interaction of carotenoids with 
membranes 

 

Most of recent studies are devoted to the effect of carotenoids on physical 

properties of membranes and are performed using model systems of lipid bilayers. 

Multi- and unilamellar phospholipid vesicles [liposomes] are a convenient and well 

defined system for studying the interaction between carotenoids and lipids. Lack of 

proteins and cholesterol, which are important constituents of all natural 

membranes, facilitates analysis but one should also consider that some conclusions 

drawn from such systems may not be applicable to the situations found in natural 

membranes, where the interaction of carotenoids with proteins or cholesterol occurs 

in a more complex way. 

 Liposomes are very useful models when used as a matrix to host foreign 

molecules in order to study the activity of those molecules or their influence on the 

bilayer, without undue interference. Liposomes are similar to cells in that they are 

composed of phospholipids that self-assemble in water forming an internal aqueous 

cavity that is isolated from an external aqueous solution [fig.2-19]. 

   

Fig.2-19.: Liposome structure. 

Because of the small size of the phospholipid molecules and microspheres 

[50-200 nm], liposomes can cross outer cell layers and act as a carrier for the 

entrapped substances. It is postulated that, when they reach the outside of a living 
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cell membrane, they may become accepted as part of the membrane, having a 

similar composition. This process is shown in fig.2-20 and represents endocytosis. 

  
Fig.2-20.: Interaction of liposomes with cellular structures and their inclusion by endocytosis. 
  

Carotenoids, important lipophilic constituents of many natural membranes, 

may modulate physical properties and molecular dynamics of such membranes. 

Therefore, studies on interactions between carotenoids and membrane constituents 

at a molecular level are very important in understanding the precondition for their 

activities in cells, including their disease-preventive action. 

Microsomes, natural membranes separated from endoplasmic reticulum 

[ER], are artifactual vesicles formed spontaneously when cells are disrupted [fig.2-

21]. They are isolated by different steps and finally by differential centrifugation 

[105000g] and are composed of three fractions: rough ER vesicles, smooth ER 

vesicles, and ribosomes. Numerous enzyme activities are associated with the 

microsomal fractions, such as monooxygenase activity. The procedure of preparing 

microsomes is well documented and will be described in the section of experimetal 

[chapter 3]. 

   
Fig.2-21.: Storage form of hepatic microsomes 
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Retinal pigment epithelium [RPE] is a layer of cells well suited to inhibit 

blue light damage. Carotenoids absorb the blue light before it reaches many of the 

retinal elements or RPE cells [fig.2-22]. So, the study of carotenoid actions at this 

level is of great interest considering the location in the lipid environment of this 

type of cells and the possible physiological functions of these pigments in the 

membranes of the retina: zeaxanthin in the protection of the lipid phase against 

oxidation damage and lutein in absorbing short wave length radiation penetrating  

retina membranes. 

  
Fig.2-22.: Microscopic view of retinal pigment epithelium cells. The letter [m] at the figure 
on the left side is referred to Muller cells [also see fig.2-4].    
 
2.3.3.1-Carotenoids in liposomes  
 

The review of literature describing the influence of carotenoids on the physical 

properties of membranes using liposomes as model system will be summarized 

with a regard to different aspects: 

1. Carotenoid lipid-miscibility and effects on membrane structure 

2. Incorporation efficiency 
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3. Antioxidant activity 

4. Blue light filtering efficacy 

5. Singlet oxygen quenching 

 

1-Carotenoid lipid-miscibility and effects on membrane structure 

 

Spin label EPR studies revealed that β-carotene affects structural and 

dynamic properties of model dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine [DPPC] membranes 

[multilamellar liposomes] more than the polar carotenoid lutein by: decreasing the 

order of crystalline state of the membrane or increasing the penetration of non-

polar molecules into the membrane [Strzalka and Gruszecki, 1994] 

 

It was found that β-carotene increases the motional freedom of lipid head 

groups as revealed by means of 31P-NMR as well the motional freedom of alkyl 

chains forming the hydrophobic core of the membrane greater than that of a choline 

moiety as revealed by means of 13C-NMR. In all cases the effect of β-carotene with 

respect to the dynamics of DPPC molecules is found to be more pronounced below 

the main phase transition temperature [gel state] than in the membrane's fluid state 

[Jezowska et al., 1994]. 

  

The 1H-NMR technique was applied to study egg-yolk phosphatidylcholine 

[EYPC] liposomes containing two carotenoid pigments: β-carotene or zeaxanthin. 

A strong rigidifying effect of zeaxanthin, but not of β-carotene, with respect to the 

hydrophobic core of the lipid bilayer was concluded from the carotenoid-dependent 

broadening of the NMR lines assigned to-CH2- groups and terminal –CH3 groups of 

lipid alkyl chains. A similar rigidifying effect of zeaxanthin with respect to polar 

headgroups was concluded on the basis of the effect which the pigment imposed 
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the shape of NMR lines attributed to-N+[CH3]3 groups. In contrast, β-carotene 

increases the motional freedom of lipid polar headgroups [Gabrielska and 

Gruszecki, 1996]. 

  

Since both superoxide and nitrogen monoxide, which react to form 

peroxynitrite, are found in the retina, Scheidegger et al., 1998 studied the reaction 

of peroxynitrite with zeaxanthin in liposomes. Zeaxanthin was easily incorporated 

into liposomes built of the fully saturated lipid L-α dimyristoyl-

phosphatidylcholine and from egg lecithin, and its absorbance spectrum in 

liposomes strongly resembles in shape and amplitude the free zeaxanthin spectrum 

in methanol. The reaction between peroxynitrite and zeaxanthin is of first-order in 

both substrates. The authors hypothesize that zeaxanthin plays a major role in 

protection of macular tissue from oxidative damage.  

 

Incorporation of 10 mol% polar carotenoids [zeaxanthin, violaxanthin, or 

lutein] into the saturated phosphatidylcholine [PC] bilayer significantly increases 

the hydrophobicity of the inner membrane but decreases hydrophobicity [increases 

water penetration] in the polar headgroup region. In an unsaturated egg yolk PC 

membrane, the same polar carotenoids were found to increase the hydrophobicity 

of the inner membrane region to a higher level than in saturated PC membranes. At 

the membrane center, hydrophobicity reaches a level close to pure hexane 

[Wisniewska and Subczynski, 1998]. 

 

The molecular characteristics of monolayers of astaxanthin and β-carotene 

and their interactions in mixed carotenoid–phospholipid monolayers and the effects 

of carotenoids on the phase behavior of the phospholipid bilayers were examined 

by the monolayer technique and differential scanning calorimetry [DSC]. 
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Astaxanthin, by its insersion into the monolayer at the hydrophobic/hydrophilic 

interface was more stable than β-carotene. Dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine 

[DMPC] as monolayer was miscible with astaxanthin in the range of 0–0.4 mol 

astaxanthin, but not fully miscible with β-carotene, even at low concentrations 

below 0.1 mol β-carotene. The DSC study showed that when a small amount of 

astaxanthin was added, the transition temperature of DPPC was markedly shifted to 

lower temperatures and that the transition peak was asymmetrically broadened, 

indicative of a significant depression in cooperativity of the gel to liquid–crystalline 

transition. On the contrary, the incorporation of β-carotene resulted in a small 

depression of the main transition temperature with a slight broadening of the 

transition peak, suggesting a small miscibility of β-carotene with the phospholipid 

bilayer or a formation of aggregates of β-carotene in the membranes [Shibata et al., 

2001].  

 

2-Incorporation efficiency 

 

Specific physical parameters [membrane fluidity, micropolarity and 

anisotropy] have been evaluated in multilamellar and unilamellar liposomes of 

DPPC after incorporation of carotenoids. When 1, 2.5 and 5 mol % β-carotene, 

lutein, zeaxanthin, canthaxanthin, or astaxanthin were incorporated into such 

liposomes using 4 mol% pyrene or 1µM 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene [DPH] as 

fluorescent labels, no significant changes in membrane fluidity [as evaluated by the 

pyrene excimer method] were be found. But a change of micropolarity in the 

pyrene label environment has been observed from the pyrene monomer 

fluorescence emission fine structure after incorporation of such carotenoids. The 

membrane anisotropy is enhanced significantly by canthaxanthin and astaxanthin 

which incorporated comparatively worse into the membrane. This leads to the 
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hypothesis that carotenoid incorporation into membranes is governed not only by 

carotenoid polarity, but also by their ability to change membrane anisotropy 

[Socaciu et al., 1999]. 

 

The incorporation yields of β-carotene, lutein, zeaxanthin, canthaxanthin and 

astaxanthin when incubated at 1, 2.5 and 5 mol% into phosphatidylcholine in 

multilamellar [MLV] and small unilamellar liposomes [SUV] were investigated. 

The effects of carotenoid intercalation into these vesicle were evaluated by UV-Vis 

spectrophotometry, light scattering and differential scanning calorimetry. Lutein 

revealed the highest incorporation yields in MLV and SUV, and decreased 

significantly the gel-to-liquid transition temperature and enthalpy, broadening the 

transition peak. Zeaxanthin incorporation into SUV was weaker than into MLV, 

suggesting its possible interlamellae distribution in MLV. β-carotene, 

canthaxanthin and astaxanthin showed lower incorporations into both MLV and 

SUV, lower saturation limits and no significant effects on the transition phase 

[Socaciu et al., 1999]. Those measurements can offer useful information about the 

distribution of carotenoids in membrane bilayers and their effects on 

thermodynamic properties of membranes [Socaciu et al., 2000a]. 

 

 5 mol% dietary carotenoids [β-carotene, lutein and zeaxanthin], or 

cholesterol [16 and 48 mol%] in the absence or presence of 15 mol% carotenoids, 

respectively, were incorporated into pure DPPC or mixed DPPC:1,2-dipalmitoyl 

phosphatidyletanolamine [DPPE]:1,2-dipalmitoyl diphosphatidylserine [DPPS] 

[17:5:3] liposomes. The carotenoid incorporation yields [IY] ranged from 42% to 

72% in pure or mixed phospholipid liposomes. The IY decreased significantly to 

14%, in the corresponding cholesterol-doped liposomes. Highest incorporation 

yields were achieved by zeaxanthin and lutein in phospholipid liposomes while in 
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cholesterol-containing liposomes, lutein was better incorporated and β-carotene 

was weaker incorporated. The authors suggest a competition between carotenoids 

and cholesterol with respect to their modulating effect on membrane mechanics 

[Socaciu et al., 2000b].    

 

Two different techniques to incorporate carotenoids into liposomes have 

been evaluated: [i] preparation of unilamellar liposomes from mixtures of 

phospholipids and a carotenoid or cholesterol; [ii] insertion of carotenoids into yet 

prepared liposomes. A comparison of the two techniques lead to the conclusion that 

the “preparation from the mixture” technique disadvantages β-carotene 

incorporation, while lutein and zeaxanthin give more compact and richer vesicles.   

The fluorescent dyes Laurdan, DiI-C18, C6-NBD-PC were used to label the 

liposomes and to evaluate the modifications of ordering, hydrophobicity and 

permeability to water molecules adjacent to the bilayer in the presence of 

carotenoids and/or cholesterol. Zeaxanthin incorporation [up to 0.1–1 mol%] 

attributes to the symmetric and ordered structure of the bilayer, causing both, a 

strong hydrophobicity and a lower water permeability at the polar region of the 

membrane. The incorporation of lutein has similar effects, but its ordering effect is 

inferior in the polar region and superior in the non-polar region of the membrane. β 

-carotene, which can be incorporated at lower effective concentrations only, 

distributes in a more disordered way in the membrane, but locates preferentially in 

the non-polar region and, compared to lutein and zeaxanthin, it induces a less 

ordered structure, a higher hydrophobicity and a lower water permeability on the 

bilayer [Socaciu et al., 2002].  
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3-Antioxidant activity 

 

The ability of carotenoids to protect egg-yolk phosphatidylcholine EYPC 

lipids against oxidation by peroxyl radicals generated from azo-initiators revealed 

that zeaxanthin and β-cryptoxanthin were more effective than β-carotene. 

Astaxanthin and canthaxanthin offered less protection to the liposomal lipids. 

Lycopene was destroyed most rapidly, so it was least effective as an antioxidant. 

Located in the hydrophobic inner core of the bilayer, the hydrocarbons lycopene 

and β-carotene are not in a position to readily intercept free-radicals entering the 

membrane from the aqueous phase. Carotenoids with polar end groups span the 

bilayer with their end groups located near the hydrophobic–hydrophilic interface 

where free-radical attack from 2,2'-azobis[2-amidinopropane hydrochloride] 

[AAPH] first occurs [Woodall et al., 1997]. 

  

 The antioxidant activity of carotenoids in multilamellar liposomes, assayed 

by inhibition of the formation of thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances, has been 

ranked as follows : Lycopene > α-tocopherol > α-carotene > β-cryptoxanthin > 

zeaxanthin = β-carotene > lutein . Mixtures of carotenoids were more effective than 

the single compounds. This synergistic effect was most pronounced when lycopene 

or lutein was present. The superior protection of mixtures may be related to the 

specific positioning of different carotenoids in membranes [Stahl et al., 1998].  

   

 A protective effect of lutein and zeaxanthin against oxidative damage of egg 

yolk lecithin liposomal membranes induced by exposure to UV radiation and 

incubation with AAPH [a water-soluble peroxidation initiator] was found. Both, 

lutein and zeaxanthin were found to protect lipid membranes against free radical 

attack with almost the same efficacy. The UV-induced lipid oxidation was also 
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slowed down by lutein and zeaxanthin to a very similar rate in the initial stage of 

the experiments [5–15 min illumination] but zeaxanthin appeared to be a better 

photoprotector during the prolonged UV exposure. The decrease in time of the 

protective efficacy of lutein was attributed to the photooxidation of the carotenoid 

itself. Linear dichroism analysis of the mean orientation of the dipole transition 

moment of the xanthophylls incorporated to the lipid multibilayers revealed 

essentially different orientation of zeaxanthin and lutein in the membranes. 

Zeaxanthin was found to adopt roughly vertical orientation with respect to the 

plane of the membrane. The relatively large orientation angle between the 

transition dipole and the axis normal to the plane of the membrane found in the 

case of lutein [67° in the case of 2 mol% lutein in EYPC membranes] was 

interpreted as a representation of the existence of two orthogonally oriented pools 

of lutein, one following the orientation of zeaxanthin and the second parallel with 

respect to the plane of the membrane [fig.2-23]. The differences in the protective 

efficacy of lutein and zeaxanthin in lipid membranes were attributed to a different 

organization of zeaxanthin–lipid and lutein–lipid membranes [Sujak et al., 1999]. 

   

Fig.2-23. A schematic drawing of the location of lutein and zeaxanthin in egg 
yolk phospholipid bilayer membranes [adapted from Gabrielska and Gruszecki, 
1996]. 

The ability of astaxanthin and canthaxanthin as chain-breaking antioxidants 

was studied in Cu2+-initiated peroxidation of phosphatidylcholine large unilamellar 
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vesicles [LUVs]. Both carotenoids increased the lag period that precedes the 

maximum rate of lipid peroxidation. Astaxanthin showed stronger activity [Rengel 

et al., 2000]. 

  

It has been questioned whether carotenoids can act as antioxidants in 

biological membranes. Biological membranes can be modeled for studies of lipid 

peroxidation using unilamellar liposomes. Both, carotenoid depletion and lipid 

peroxidation were increased with increasing oxygen tension in unilamellar 

liposomes. Carotenoids in such liposomes were found to be very sensitive to 

degradation by free radicals generated by iron and AAPH, but they were not 

protective against lipid peroxidation. Lycopene and β-carotene were even more 

sensitive to free radical attack than lutein, zeaxanthin, and β-cryptoxanthin [Chen 

and Djuric, 2001]. 

 

4-Blue light filtering efficacy 

 

The blue light filter [absorbing] efficacy of carotenoids was investigated in 

unilamellar liposomes loaded with the fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow, excitable by 

blue light. Also carotenoids were incorporated into the lipophilic membrane. The 

fluorescence emission from carotenoid-containing liposomes was lower than from 

carotenoid-free controls when exposed to blue light, indicating a filter effect. Filter 

efficacy was in the order lutein > zeaxanthin > β-carotene > lycopene. Some of the 

difference in blue light filter efficacy of carotenoids is attributable to differences in 

extinction coefficients, and a further contribution is suggested to be related to the 

orientation of the incorporated molecules in the liposomal membrane [Junghans et 

al., 2001].  
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5-Singlet oxygen quenching 

  

Recently, the ability of several dietary carotenoids to quench singlet oxygen 

in a model membrane system [unilamellar DPPC liposomes] has been investigated. 

Singlet oxygen was generated in both, the aqueous and the lipid phase, and it was 

quenched by particular carotenoids, independent of the site of generation. However, 

singlet oxygen quenching is dependent on the specific carotenoid incorporated: 

xanthophylls are less efficient than hydrocarbon carotenoids. Lycopene and β-

carotene cause the fastest singlet oxygen quenching rate constants [2.3–2.5×109 M-1 

s-1] while lutein was least efficient [1.1×108 M-1 s-1]. The other carotenoids, 

astaxanthin and canthaxanthin, had intermediate effects. Zeaxanthin exhibits 

anomalous behavior, the singlet oxygen quenching decreases with increasing 

amounts of zeaxanthin, leading to non-linear plots for the decay of singlet oxygen 

versus zeaxanthin concentration. Such differences are discussed in terms of the 

carotenoid structure and their influence on the properties of the lipid membrane. 

The formation of aggregates by the polar carotenoids is also proposed to be related 

to their ability to quench singlet oxygen [Cantrell et al., 2003].  

 

2.3.3.2-Carotenoids in microsomes  
 

Few authors studied systematically the localization, incorporation yields and 

behavior of carotenoids in microsomal membranes. Mainly, the antioxidative effect 

of carotenoids has been proved in microsomes by the thiobarbituric acid reactive 

species reaction system or by inhibiting azo compound –induced lipid peroxidation 

[Palozza et al.,1992].  

 

When the conjugated keto-carotenoids, either astaxanthin or canthaxanthin, 

are added to rat liver microsomes undergoing radical-initiated lipid peroxidation 
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under air, they are as effective as α-tocopherol in inhibiting this process. This 

contrasts with the effect of β-carotene, which is a much less potent antioxidant 

when added to this system, without the addition of other antioxidants [Palozza and 

Krinsky,1992].  

 

The effects of the partial pressure of oxygen [pO2] on antioxidant efficiency 

of β-carotene in inhibiting the AAPH-induced lipid peroxidation were investigated 

in rat liver microsomal membranes. The rate of peroxyl radicals generated by 

thermolysis of AAPH at 37°C is markedly higher at 150 than 760 mm Hg pO2. At 

150 mm Hg pO2 β-carotene acts as an antioxidant, inhibiting AAPH-induced 

Malondialdehyde [MDA] formation, but at 760 mm Hg pO2, it loses its antioxidant 

activity and shows a prooxidant effect, increasing lipid peroxidation products. α-

Tocopherol prevents the prooxidant effect of β-carotene in a dose-dependent 

manner. The data provide the first evidence of a prooxidant effect of β-carotene 

under 100% oxygen pressure in a biological membrane model and point out the 

existence of cooperative interactions between β-carotene and α-tocopherol 

[Palozza et al., 1995].  

 

Liebler et al. [1997] indicated that β-carotene is a relatively ineffective 

antioxidant in biological membranes. Based on the measurement of thiobarbituric 

acid reactive species, the supplementation by β-carotene in vitro did not inhibit 

AAPH-initiated oxidation of rat liver microsomes at atmospheric pressure or at 3.8 

torr O2. In PC liposomes, into which β-carotene was incorporated during the 

liposome preparation, it inhibited the AAPH-initiated lipid oxidation. In contrast, 

β-carotene added to pre-formed liposomes provided essentially no antioxidant 

activity, despite the similar content of β-carotene [0.35 mol%] in both liposome 
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preparations. Thus, the manner of carotenoid incorporation into a membrane affects 

the antioxidant activity.  

 

Six different carotenoids β-carotene, lycopene, lutein, zeaxanthin, 

canthaxanthin and astaxanthin have been incorporated into pig liver microsomes. 

Effective incorporation concentrations in the range of about 1–6 nmol/mg 

microsomal protein were obtained. A stability test at room temperature revealed 

that after 3 hours β-carotene and lycopene had decayed totally whereas, gradually, 

canthaxanthin [46%], lutein [21%], astaxanthin [17%] and zeaxanthin [5%] 

decayed. The incorporation of carotenoids caused a small rigidification of the 

microsomal membrane. The membrane anisotropy seems to offer only a small 

tolerance for the incorporation of carotenoids and to limit the achievable 

incorporation concentrations of carotenoids into microsomes. The inhibition of 

microsomal lipid peroxidation seems also not to depend on the polarity of the 

carotenoid applied. Microsomes should be preferred as a membrane model to study 

mutual effects of carotenoids on membrane dynamics [Socaciu et al., 2000c].  

 

2.3.3.3-Carotenoids in retinal pigment epithelium [RPE] cells as “ in vitro 
model”  

 

No data about the localization, incorporation yields and behaviour of 

carotenoids in retinal pigment epithelium membranes have been reported. Recently, 

the ability of exogenous zeaxanthin alone and in combination with vitamin E or C, 

to protect cultured human retinal pigment epithelium cells against oxidative stress 

was carried out. The survival of ARPE-19 cells, subjected to merocyanine 540-

mediated photodynamic action, was determined by the yellow, water soluble dye 3-

[4, 5-dimethylthiazolyl-2]-2, 5-diphenyltetra-zolium bromide [MTT] test and the 

content of lipid hydroperoxides in photosensitized cells was analyzed by HPLC 
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with electrochemical detection. It has been found that zeaxanthin-supplemented 

cells, in the presence of either α-tocopherol or ascorbic acid, were significantly 

more resistant to photoinduced oxidative stress. Cells with added antioxidants 

exhibited an increased viability and accumulated less lipid hydroperoxides than 

cells without the antioxidant supplementation. Such a synergistic action of 

zeaxanthin and vitamin E or C indicates the importance of the antioxidant 

interaction in efficient protection of cell membranes against oxidative damage 

induced by photosensitized reactions [Wrona et al., 2004]. 

 
2.4-Introduction to Fluorescence Techniques 

 

Fluorescent probes enable researchers to detect particular components of 

complex biomolecular assemblies, including live cells, with exquisite sensitivity 

and selectivity.  

Fluorescence is the result of a three-stage process that occurs in certain 

molecules [generally polyaromatic hydrocarbons or heterocycles] called 

fluorophores or fluorescent dyes. A fluorescent probe is a fluorophore designed to 

localize within a specific region of a biological specimen or to respond to a specific 

stimulus. In addition to the high detection sensitivity, the fluorescence process is 

sensitive to subtle changes in molecular environment. Therefore, the use of 

fluorescent probes is a powerful method to obtain information about the structure, 

function, and health of cells.  

The process responsible for the fluorescence of fluorescent probes and other 

fluorophores is illustrated by the simple electronic-state diagram [Jablonski 

diagram] shown in [fig.2-24].  
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Fig.2-24: Jablonski Diagram.  

 

Stage 1: Excitation [Absorption] 

A photon of energy hvEX is supplied by an external source such as an 

incandescent lamp or a laser and absorbed by the fluorophore, creating an excited 

electronic singlet state [S2]. This process distinguishes fluorescence from 

chemiluminescence, in which the excited state is populated by a chemical reaction.  

Stage 2: Excited-State Lifetime 

The excited state exists for a finite time [typically 1–10 nanoseconds]. 

During this time, the fluorophore undergoes conformational changes and is also 

subject to a multitude of possible interactions with its molecular environment. 

These processes have two important consequences. First, the energy of S2 is 

partially dissipated, yielding a relaxed singlet excited state [S1] from which 

fluorescence emission originates. Second, not all the molecules initially excited by 

absorption [Stage 1] return to the ground state [S0] by fluorescence emission. Other 

processes such as collisional quenching, fluorescence energy transfer and 

intersystem crossing may also depopulate S1. The fluorescence quantum yield, 
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which is the ratio of the number of fluorescence photons emitted [Stage 3] to the 

number of photons absorbed [Stage 1], is a measure of the relative extent to which 

these processes occur.  

Stage 3: Fluorescence Emission 

A photon of energy hvEM is emitted, returning the fluorophore to its ground 

state S0. Due to energy dissipation during the excited-state lifetime, the energy of 

this photon is lower, and therefore of longer wavelength, than the excitation photon 

hvEX. The difference in energy or wavelength represented by [hvEX – hvEM] is called 

the Stokes shift. The Stokes shift is fundamental to the sensitivity of fluorescence 

techniques because it allows emission photons to be detected against a low 

background, isolated from excitation photons. In contrast, absorption 

spectrophotometry requires measurement of transmitted light relative to high 

incident light levels at the same wavelength.  

 The observation and quantitation of coexisting gel and liquid crystalline 

phases in phospholipid bilayers have been attempted by using different fluorescent 

membrane probes. The decay of the popular probe 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene 

[DPH] shows little spectroscopic variations in the two phospholipid phases. 

Moreover, the measured DPH decay in phospholipid vesicles can be equally 

described by the linear superposition of the properties of the two phases or by a 

continuous variation of the fluorescence properties along the phase transition 

[Parasassi et al., 1991]. For example, the lifetime value of DPH in dipalmitoyl-

phosphatidylcholine [DPPC] gel phase vesicles is ∼10.5 ns, in liquid crystal line 

phase vesicles it is ∼ 7.5 ns, and at the transition midpoint it is ∼ 9 ns. The life time 

value at the transition midpoint can arise either from the superposition of two 

components with equal contribution or from a unique species characterized by a 

life time value of 9 ns. Present instrumentation is incapable of distinguishing 
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between these two possibilities, due to the relatively small changes in the life time 

values between the two phases. 

Laurdan [6-dodecanoyl-2-dimethylamine-naphthalene] is an amphiphilic 

fluorescence probe synthesized by Weber and Farris, 1979 to study the effect of 

solvents with different polarity on the characteristics of its fluorescence emission 

properties. In solvents of high polarity, Laurdan shows a considerable shift of the 

emission spectra to higher wavelengths due to dipolar relaxation processes 

[Parasassi et al., 1991]. When the local environment of Laurdan is a phospholipid 

phase, the emission depends strongly on the physical state of the lipid aggregate. 

The dipolar relaxation in a given phase physically corresponds to the reorientation 

of the surrounding dipoles [water molecules] around the Laurdan excited-state 

dipole. At temperatures below the lipid phase transition [gel state] this process is 

slower than the Laurdan fluorescence lifetime and the probe emits with an emission 

spectra localized at high energy frequencies [blue region]. At temperatures above 

the phase transition [liquid crystalline state] this process is faster and comparable to 

the Laurdan excited state lifetime and the emission spectrum shifts about 50 nm 

from 440 nm to 490 nm [Parasassi et al., 1991].  

The fluorescence steady-state parameter Generalized Polarization [GP] 

relates quantitatively these spectral changes by taking into account the relative 

fluorescence intensities of the blue and red edge regions of the emission and 

excitation spectra, respectively [fig.2-25]. For phospholipids, a characteristic GP 

value was found for the gel and liquid crystalline phases independent on the polar 

head group of the phospholipid. The GP values obtained for phospholipids 

undergoing phase changes are related to the different motional freedom of water 

molecules around the fluorescent group inserted in the lipid membrane [Parasassi 

et al., 1991]. 
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Fig.2-25: Of particular interest in our studies is the use of the so-called 
General Polarization [GP] of Laurdan, given by GP = [IB – IR]/[IB + IR], where 
IB [440 nm] and IR [490 nm] are the Laurdan fluorescence intensities at the 
blue and red edges of the emission spectrum, respectively. 
 

Laurdan can be particularly useful because it shows characteristic 

fluorescence spectra in the lipid gel and liquid-crystalline phases and in phase 

domain coexistence. Modifications of these important membrane physicochemical 

features are known to modulate important physiological functions. Moreover, this 

probe is particularly sensitive to membrane cholesterol content, which is known to 

modulate membrane lipid order and dynamics and to decrease hydration of 

phospholipid membranes [Parasassi et al., 1994]. 
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3.Experimental  
 

3.1. Chemicals 
 

β-carotene, lutein, and zeaxanthin were bought from by S.C. Proplanta S.A. 

Cluj-Napoca, Romania. They were purified from natural sources and checked for 

purity by HPLC. Canthaxanthin was purchased from Carl Roth [Karlsruhe, 

Germany]. The molecular weight [MW] of β-Carotene is 536.43, canthaxanthin is 

564.40, lutein is 568.42 and zeaxanthin is 568.42.. The molecular structures of the 

carotenoids used are shown in fig.3-1. 

High Purity Egg Yolk phosphatidylcholine [EYPC] of MW 750 was 

purchased from Lipoid KG [Ludwigshafen, Germany]. The lipid purity of  of the 

preparation was higher than 99% and used without further purification. 

The fluorescent probes used in the measurements were 6-dodecanoyl-2-

dimethylaminonaphthalene [Laurdan] MW of 353.55 and 1,6- diphenyl-1,3,5-

hexatriene [DPH] MW of 232.32. They were purchased from Molecular Probes 

[Eugene, OR, USA]. The molecular structure of fluorescent probes are shown in 

fig.3-2. 

Dulbecco Modified Eagle Medium [DMEM], fetal calf serum [FCS], the 

antibiotic-antimycotic solution [penicillin G sodium, streptomycin sulfate, 

amphotericin B], glutamine and trypsin/EDTA solution were obtained from Gibco 

[Paisley, Scotland]. Culture flasks and 96 well culture plates from Nunc 

[Wiesbaden, Germany]. Trypan blue was from Sigma [Deisenhofen, Germany]. 

Tetrahydrofuran [THF] 99.9% was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Corp. [St. 

Louis, MO, USA]. Triton X-100 was obtained from Serva [Heidelberg, Germany]. 

Di-t- buthyl-p- cresol [BHT], dichloromethane [DCM], Ethanol [EtOH], 

ammonium ferrothiocyanate, were from sigma [Deisenhofen, Germany]. Dimethyl 
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formaide [DMF] was obtained from ACROS [Geel, Belgium]. Tris [tris-

hydroxymethyl-aminomethane] was purchased from Merck [Darmstadt, Germany]. 

Potassium chloride [KCL] was supplied from Fluka [Buchs, Switzerland]. All 

chemicals were of research grade. Solutions were prepared in de-ionized ultra pure 

water. 

 

 
 
Fig.3-1. Molecular structures and abbreviations of the carotenoids used in our 
studies: BC- ββββ-carotene; LUT- lutein; ZEA- zeaxanthin and CTX- canthaxanthin.  
 
 

 

Fig.3-2. Molecular structure of the fluorescent probes used: Laurdan and 
DPH respectively. 
 

Laurdan 

DPH 
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3.2. Incorporation of carotenoids into liposomes  
 
Control liposomes 

Aliquots of 20 mg of EYPC were dissolved in 10 ml EtOH, then a vigorous 

vortexing took place to assure a complete solvation, and evaporated in the 

Rotavapor [Vacuum System]. The film was dried  under vacuum [vacutherm, 

Heraeus Instr., Hannover, Germany] overnight at 42oC. This preparation was suited 

to be the control liposomes. The liposomes were prepared following classical 

methods [Deamer and Uster, 1983]. 

Preparation I 

Parallel to the control, 20 mg of EYPC were mixed with each of 0.21 mg of β-

carotene, 0.2273 mg of lutein, 0.2273 mg of zeaxanthin and 0.225 mg of 

canthaxanthin in round bottom flasks. 10 ml of EtOH were added to each mixture, 

then a vigorous vortex took place to assure a complete solvation for each mixture. 

The mixture was evaporated under the same conditions of control as before and the 

film was similarly dried. The initial concentration [IC] of carotenoids to lipids was 

set to be approximately 1.5 mol%. 

Preparation II 

In order to obtain around equal effective concentration [EC], 20 mg of EYPC 

were mixed with a corresponding amounts of 0.429 mg of β-carotene, 0.3 mg of 

canthaxanthin, 0.07575 mg of both lutein and zeaxanthin, in round bottom flasks. 

The initial concentration [IC] of carotenoids in this case was set to be 

approximately 3 mol% β-carotene, 2 mol% canthaxanthin, 0.5 mol% of both lutein 

and zeaxanthin. A 10 ml of EtOH also was added to each mixture, then a vigorous 

vortex assured a complete homogenization of each mixture. The mixtures were 

evaporated under the same conditions and the film was similarly dried. In all cases 

[control liposomes, Preparation I and Preparation II], the dried film was vortexed 

for 10 min at 42oC with 10 ml Tris buffer [0.1M, pH 7.4], giving a heterogenous 
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suspension of multilamellar vesicles [MLVs]. MLVs were sonicated using the 

sonicator Bandelin Sonoplus HD70 [Bandelin Electronics, Germany] at maximal 

power of 70-80% [cycle 30%] at 42oC, under nitrogen stream for 15 min.  

After sonication the small unilamellar vesicles suspensions [SUVs] of control 

and doped with carotenoids were centrifuged at 6000 r.p.m for 5 minutes and the 

supernatant was harvested. The pellet was suspended in Tris buffer [same molarity 

and pH], centrifuged again for 5 minutes at 6000 r.p.m, the supernatant was 

collected and mixed with former supernatant. In all cases the supernatant fractions 

represented a heterogeneous population of unilamellar liposomes [empty ones or 

doped with carotenoids] while the pellet contained aggregates of non-incorporated 

molecules. 

The unilamellar liposomes were extruded using the thermo-stabilized membrane 

extruder [Thermostat Membrane Extrusion Equipment, Lipex Biomembranes Inc., 

Vancouver, Canada] through polycarbonate filters of 0.4 and 0.2 µm. Finally, all 

prepared probes of control liposomes and carotenoids incorporated into liposomes 

were of final concentration 2 mg lipid /ml.  The vesicle size was 0.2 µm, containing 

0.0025% antioxidant BHT. 

 
3.3. Evaluation of carotenoid incorporation and carotenoid stability 
in liposomes by UV-Vis spectrometry 
 

To characterize the carotenoid concentration and stability before and after 

incorporation, UV-Vis spectra of the liposomal suspension and of the carotenoids 

released from the liposomes [200µl] in an ethanol solution [800µl] were taken on a 

Shimadzu UV-2102 PC Scanning Spectrophotometer. From UV-Vis spectra [300-

550 nm], the following parameters were determined: initial concentration, i.e. the 

incubated concentration, of the carotenoid added to the phospholipid mixture [IC]; 

effective concentration of carotenoids encapsulated in SUVs [EC]. By the 
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calculation, the  incorporation yield [IY] is determined as the ratio between EC and 

IC. IC and EC were determined using the formula [Britton et al.,1995] to quantify 

the carotenoid extracts, known volumes of a carotenoid solution were used.  

 

Carotenoid [mg] =  A*V *1000 
                                             εεεε * 100      

A is the optical density recorded [its value should be between 0.2-0.8]. V is the 

volume of the solution containing the carotenoid. ε is the specific extinction 

coefficient of each carotenoid in the solvent. For example, ε of β-carotene in 

ethanol is 2620, for lutein is 2550, for canthaxanthin is 2200, and for zeaxanthin is 

2480 [Britton et al.,1995]. 

 

Carotenoid stability in liposomes with respect to leakage and degradation 

upon storage was studied for a period of two months after preparation. The vials of  

liposomes containing carotenoids were stored under specified conditions of storage 

of 4oC, successive flushing with nitrogen, in dark, and they were closed with 

parafilm to resist the moisture. The stability of carotenoid formulations was 

confirmed by measuring the shape of UV-Vis spectra, calculating the IY. The 

quenching efficiency was evaluated using Laurdan as fluorescence label to display 

the fluorescence spectra of liposomes which incorporated carotenoids .  

 

3.4. Evaluation of phospholipid content by Stewart assay 
 

In the Stewart assay for phospholipids [Stewart, 1980], the ability of 

phospholipids to form a complex with ammonium ferrothiocyanate in organic 

solution is utilized. The advantage of this method is that the presence of inorganic 

phosphate does not interfere with the assay. A simple conversion factor is used to 

translate absorbance values into milligrams of phospholipid. This method is not 
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applicable to samples where mixtures of unknown phospholipids may be present. 

In particular, this method is especially unresponsive to phosphatidyl glycerol. In 

liposomes which contain only phosphatidyl choline and phosphatidyl glycerol, the 

Stewart assay could be used as a specific test for the former.  

This assay is not recommended for the liposomes doped with carotenoids 

because of the absorption peak of the complex at 485 nm [near to the absorbance 

maxima of carotenoids around 450 nm]. 

Preparation of reagents 

Ammonium ferrothiocyanate solution [0.1M] obtained by dissolving 27.03g 

of ferric chloride hexahydrate and 30.4g of ammonium thiocyanate in double-

distilled water, and fill up to 1 liter. The solution is stable at room temperature for 

several months. 

 Preparation of standard and sample solutions 

Make up 10 ml of solution of phospholipid in dichloromethane [DCM] at a 

concentration of 0.1 mg/ml.  From both these preparations the following assays are 

prepared. 

Assay method 

• Pipette reagents and standard into 10-ml centrifuge tubes as follows: 

Tube no. Standard 

[ml] 

DCM  

[ml] 

Ferrothiocyanate 

[ml] 

0 0.0 2.0 2.0 

1 0.1 1.9 2.0 

2 0.2 1.8 2.0 

3 0.4 1.6 2.0 

4 0.6 1.4 2.0 

5 0.8 1.2 2.0 

6 1 1.0 2.0 
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Prepare duplicates of each tube. Perform the same procedure with the test samples. 

• Vortex contents of each tube vigorously on a whirl mixer for 30 sec. 

• Spin each tube for 5 min at 5000 r.p.m in a centrifuge, remove the lower 

layer using a Pasteur pipette and retain it. 

• Read the optical density at 485 nm for samples and standards. 

• Find the concentration in the test sample solutions by comparing with the 

standard curve. 

 
3.5. Incorporation of carotenoids into liver microsomes  
 

Pig liver microsomes were prepared as follow: 

All solutions and materials are on ice during work 

150 g pig liver from a public slaughter house were freshly provided and washed 

with 0.l5% [w/w] KCL. The liver was cut in small pieces and homogenised with 

400 ml of buffer I [0.05M Trizma Base [Tris] + 0.15M KCL + 1mM EDTA mixed 

in one liter distilled water and pH adjusted to 7.4 with HCl] four times for 20 sec 

with 20 sec breaks. The homogenous solution obtained was centrifuged at [1000g, 

4oC] for 30 min. The top layer of the solution  was filtered through a cotton cloth. 

The solution was divided on the ultracentrifuge tubes and all tubes  were filled up 

with buffer I and centrifuged at [105000g, 4oC] for 1 hour. A homogenous solution 

with sediment was obtained and pottered with buffer II [0.05M Trizma Base [Tris] 

+ 0.15M KCL + 10mM EDTA mixed in one liter distilled water and pH adjusted to 

7.4 with HCl], using a potter for this purpose [400U/min, ten times up and down]. 

The solution was transferred to the ultracentrifuge tubes and all tubes were filled up 

with buffer II and centrifuged at [105000g, 4oC] for 1 hour. The sediment was 

used, and filled with 80 ml of buffer III* into the potter tubes and pottered at 

400U/min, ten times. Small portions of microsomes [fig.3-3] were transfered into 
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Eppendorf micro test tubes [Hamburg, Germany] and stored at -20oC [for longer 

storage -80oC]. Microsomal protein was determined according to [Peterson, 1977]. 

*Buffer III is defined as :  

A: 0.01M K2HPO43 H2O [potassium phosphate, dibasic] in 20% [v/v] Glycerol 

B: 0.01M KH2PO4 [potassium phosphate, monobasic] in 20% [v/v] Glycerol  

                                   adjust pH to 7.7 by mixing A with B  

    

 
As for liposomes, we used 2 preparations to incorporate carotenoids. 

Preparation I 

Aliquots of 2 ml of microsomal suspensions [24 mg protein/ml] were 

homogenized with 0.5 mg β-carotene or 0.54 mg canthaxanthin or 0.55 mg of 

lutein or zeaxanthin for 15 min on ice using a Potter-Elvehjem tube at 400U/min to 

incorporate the thin film of carotenoids spread at the tube’s wall. All carotenoids 

were previously dissolved in EtOH and evaporated under a nitrogen stream to 

dryness in a Potter-Elvehjem tube. The IC of carotenoids was set to be 

approximately 1.5 mol% relative to microsome lipid content [1.5 mol 
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carotenoid/100 mol microsomal lipid]. With respect to the microsomal protein 

content, the IC was 20 nmol carotenoid/mg protein. 

Preparation II 

In order to achieve about the same EC in all assays, aliquots of 2 ml of 

microsomal suspensions were homogenized with 0.8 mg β-carotene or 0.72 mg 

canthaxanthin or 0.3637 mg of lutein or zeaxanthin in a Potter-Elvehjem tube at 

400U/min to incorporate the thin film of carotenoids spread at the tube’s wall. The 

IC was set to be approximately as follows: 

Carotenoid IC referred to lipid  

[mol% carotenoid/lipid] 

IC referred to protein  

[nmol carotenoid/mg protein] 

β-carotene 2.5 31.1 

Canthaxanthin 2 26.6 

Lutein 1 13.3 

Zeaxanthin 1 13.3 

 

The microsomes enriched with carotenoids were ultracentrifuged at 105000 g for 1 

hour at 4oC. In all cases [control microsomes, Preparation I and Preparation II], the 

supernatant was collected and the pellet containing coloured microsomes was 

resuspended in 2 ml Tris buffer [0,1M pH 7.4] and used for all determinations. 

 

3.6. Evaluation of carotenoid incorporation and carotenoid stability 
in microsomes by UV-Vis spectrometry 

 

For the evaluation of the effective concentration [EC] of carotenoids in 

microsomes, immediately after incorporation, aliquots of 30 µl of microsomal 

suspension were added to 970 µl EtOH, and on a Shimadzu UV-2102 PC Scanning 
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Spectrophotometer the absorption spectra were displayed. From UV-Vis spectra 

[300-550 nm], the EC was determined using the formula [Britton et al.,1995]:  

 

Carotenoid [mg] = A*V *1000 
                    εεεε * 100      

 

where A is the optical density recorded, [its value should be between 0.2-0.8]. V is 

the volume of solution containing the carotenoid. ε is the specific extinction 

coefficient of  each carotenoid in  EtOH. The IY was calculated as the ratio 

between EC and IC. 

 

The carotenoid stability in microsomes with respect to oxidative 

degradations upon storage was carried out for a period of one month after 

preparation and seven months, respectively. The Eppendorf micro test tubes of  

microsomes containing carotenoids were stored under specified conditions of 

storage of -20oC, successive flushing with nitrogen, and in dark. The stability of 

carotenoid formulations was confirmed by measuring the shape of UV-Vis spectra, 

calculating the IY and evaluating the Laurdan quenching efficiency.  

 

3.7. Fluorescent assays for liposomes and microsomes 
 

For the studies performed on liposomes, we did steady-state fluorescence 

measurements with Laurdan and DPH. A stock solution of 1mM Laurdan in DMF 

was prepared. 100 µl of each type of liposomes [control or doped with carotenoids] 

was suspended in 5 ml Tris buffer [0.1M, pH 7.4]. 4 µl of 1mM  Laurdan was 

added and incubated for 1 h at 25oC under magnetic stirring in dark. The ratio of 

dye to lipid was 1.5 mol %. The emission spectra were recorded between 375 and 

600 nm at λexc= 353 nm, and the excitation spectra between 300 and 420 nm at 
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λem= 440 nm. All measurements were performed in triplicate at room temperature. 

From the spectroscopic data, the Laurdan emission “generalized polarization” GPem 

was calculated from the emission spectra as follows: 

  GPem = [I440-I490]/[I440+I490] 

I440  and I490  are the intensities at the emission maxima of 440 and 490 nm, 

respectively. 

A stock solution of 0.5 mM DPH in DMF was prepared. 100 µl of each type 

of liposomes [control or doped with carotenoids] was suspended in 5 ml Tris buffer 

[0.1M, pH 7.4]. 8 µl of  0.5 mM DPH was added and incubated for 1 h at 25oC 

under magnetic stirring in dark. The ratio of dye to lipid was 1.5 mol%. The 

emission spectra were recorded between 375 and 600 nm at λexc= 358 nm, and the 

excitation spectra between 300 and 420 nm at λem= 440 nm. All measurements 

were performed in triplicate at room temperature. 

 Fluorescence measurements were performed on a computer controlled Perkin 

Elmer LS-50 Luminescence Spectrometer equipped with a thermostatic cuvette 

[Julabo Labortechnik, Seelbach, Germany]. The scan speed was 100 nm/min and 

the monochromator slits were fixed at 5 nm. 

 

For the studies performed on microsomes, volumes of 4 µl Laurdan from a 

1mM stock solution in DMF were added to each 50 µl microsomal suspension of 

control and doped with carotenoids in 5 ml Tris buffer [0.1M, pH 7.4]. The ratio of 

dye to lipid was 0.25 mol%. All samples were incubated in dark at room 

temperature for 1 hour under magnetic stirring in order to allow the fluorescent 

probe to incorporate into the membrane. The emission spectra were registered 

between 375 and 600 nm at λexc=  353 nm, and the excitation spectra between 300 

and 420 nm at λem= 440 nm. All measurements were performed in triplicate at 
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room temperature. From the spectroscopic data, the Laurdan emission “generalized 

polarization” GPem was calculated from the emission spectra as follows: 

    GPem = [I440-I490]/[I440+I490] 

I440  and I490  are the intensities at the emission maxima of 440 and 490 nm, 

respectively. 

Volumes of 8 µl DPH from 0.5 mM stock solution in DMF were added to 

each 50 µl microsomal suspension of control and doped with carotenoids in 5 ml 

Tris buffer [0.1M, pH 7.4]. The ratio of dye to lipid was 0.25 mol%. All samples 

were incubated in dark at room temperature for 1 hour under magnetic stirring in 

order to allow the fluorescent probe to incorporate into the membrane. The 

emission spectra were registered between 375 and 600 nm at λexc= 358 nm, and the 

excitation spectra between 300 and 420 nm at λem= 440 nm. All measurements 

were performed in triplicate at room temperature. 

Fluorescence measurements were performed on a computer controlled Perkin 

Elmer LS-50 Luminescence Spectrometer equipped with a thermostatic cuvette 

[Julabo Labortechnik, Seelbach, Germany]. The scan speed was 100 nm/min and 

the monochromator slits were fixed at 5 nm. 

 

3.8. Evaluation of carotenoid uptake by RPE cells, type D407 
 

The human retinal pigment epithelial cell D407 retains many characteristics 

of these cells in vivo, including the ability to phagocytize [Davis et al., 1995]. 

D407 cells were cultivated in high glucose DMEM containing 4.5 mg/l glucose; 4 

mM glutamine; 3.7g/l sodium bicarbonate; 1mM sodium pyruvate; 1% antibiotic 

antimycotic mixture of 10000 UI penicillin, 10000 g streptomycin, 25 g 

amphoterycin B and supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum [FCS]. Cells were 

grown in 96-well culture plates under a 5% CO2/95% moist air atmosphere at 37oC 
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and were collected after confluence by trypsination with 0.05% trypsin in 

phosphate buffer saline [PBS]. The cells were harvested in 3 ml DMEM, 

centrifuged for 5 min. at 300g, and at 4oC the pellet was resuspended in 5 ml 

DMEM. To determine the cell viability we used trypan blue [0.4%] 1:1 as intra-

vital colourant. The total cell number was determined in a 16 field chamber from 

Neubauer using an Olympus CK2 phase contrast microscope [Hamburg, Germany]. 

At least 100 to 150 cells were counted and the number of dead cells was calculated 

from the amount of trypan blue stained cells. 

We used two procedures to incorporate carotenoids into RPE cells: 

Procedure I 

Volumes of 3 ml cell suspension containing 2.5 x 106 cells /ml DMEM were 

transferred to conical bottom flasks which each contains of 0.2 mg of β-carotene, 

canthaxanthin, lutein and zeaxanthin previously mixed with 10% FCS [as vehicle 

for carotenoids] in water-bath sonicator for 10 min. The IC was set to be 

approximately 26 µg carotenoid/106 cells. The mixture was incubated in dimmed 

light at 37oC for 48 h. Control cells were maintained at the same conditions of 

incubation and received an equivalent concentration of FCS. In all cases, mixtures 

were supplemented with 0.025% BHT to prevent further oxidation.  

Procedure II 

Volumes of 3 ml cell suspension containing 2.5 x 106 cells /ml DMEM were 

transferred to conical bottom flasks which contain each of 0.2 mg of β-carotene or 

canthaxanthin or lutein or zeaxanthin previously dissolved in tetrahydrofuran 

[THF] as solvent vehicle for carotenoids. THF was not found to be toxic to cells at 

concentrations that were ≤ 0.5 % [Cooney et al., 1993]. The IC was set to be 

approximately 26 µg carotenoid/106 cells. The mixture was incubated in dimmed 

light at 37oC at selected intervals [15 min, 0.5 h, 1h and 24 h]. Control cells were 

maintained at the same conditions of incubation and received an equivalent 
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concentration of THF. In all cases, mixtures were supplemented with 0.025% BHT 

to prevent further oxidation.  

To evaluate the carotenoid uptake, at intervals of 15 min, 0.5 h, 1h, 24 h and 

48h from the starting time, aliquots of the incubated suspension were taken into 

Eppendorf micro test tubes to quantify the carotenoid incorporation. The 

suspension was centrifuged at 14000 r.p.m for 30 min. The supernatant was 

harvested and the pellet was suspended in 1.5 ml Tris buffer [0.1M, pH 7.4]. 

Aliquots of 300 µl from a control cell suspension and from a cell suspension doped 

with carotenoids were solubilized using the detergent Triton X-100 to dissociate the 

membrane into its components and determine the actual content of carotenoids in 

the cells . 

For the evaluation of the effective concentration of carotenoids in the retinal 

pigment epithelium cells, immediately after solubilization, aliquots of 50 µl of cell 

suspension loaded with carotenoid were extracted to 950 µl EtOH and on a 

Shimadzu UV-2102 PC Scanning Spectrophotometer the absorption spectra were 

displayed. From the UV-Vis spectra [300-550 nm], the EC was determined using 

the formula [Britton et al.,1995]:  

Carotenoid [mg] = A*V *1000 
                    εεεε * 100      

where A is the optical density recorded , [its value should be between 0.2-0.8]. V is 

the volume of solution containing the carotenoid. ε is the specific extinction 

coefficient of each carotenoid in  EtOH. The IY was calculated as the ratio between 

EC and IC. 

 

3.9. Fluorescence studies on D407 RPE cells 
 

Volumes of 5 µl Laurdan from a 1mM stock solution in DMF were added to 

each 100 µl cell suspension [control or doped with carotenoids] in 5 ml Tris buffer 
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[0.1M, pH 7.4]. Samples were incubated in dark at room temperature for 1 hour 

under magnetic mild stirring in order to allow the fluorescent probe to incorporate 

into the membrane. The emission spectra were recorded between 375 and 600 nm 

at λexc= 353 nm, and the excitation spectra between 300 and 420 nm at λem= 440 

nm. All measurements were performed in triplicate at 25oC. From the spectroscopic 

data, Laurdan emission “generalized polarization” GPem was calculated from the 

emission spectra as follows: 

  GPem = [I440-I490]/[I440+I490] 

I440  and I490  are the intensities at the emission maxima of 440 and 490 nm, 

respectively. 

Fluorescence measurements were performed on a computer controlled Perkin 

Elmer LS-50 Luminescence Spectrometer equipped with a thermostatic cuvette 

[Julabo Labortechnik, Seelbach, Germany]. The scan speed was 100 nm/min and 

the monochromator slits were fixed at 8 nm. 
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4.Results and Discussion  
 
 
4.1. Carotenoids incorporated into liposomes 
 
 
4.1.1. Effective concentrations, incorporation yields and stability of 
carotenoids in liposomes 
 

Based on the UV-Vis absorption spectra made from BC, CTX, LUT and 

ZEA after their incorporation into liposomes, we obtained their effective, final 

concentration in liposomes [EC] which was compared with the incubated 

concentrations [IC]. The incorporation yield [IY= IC/EC], was calculated for each 

carotenoid and also the stability of carotenoids in the liposomes at different times 

of storage [2 months and 6 months]. 

As it was mentioned in the section of Experimental we used two ways to 

incorporate carotenoids:  

��Preparation I: an IC of 1.5 mol% was used for each carotenoid and then the 

EC and IY values were monitored.  

��Preparation II: those IC [3 mol% for BC, 2 mol% for CTX and 0.5 mol% 

for LUT and ZEA] were used which achieved about the same EC in the 

liposomes. 

By Preparation I, using same IC values, we intended to find informations about the 

specific capacity of each carotenoid to be inserted into liposomes. By Preparation 

II, based on the experience obtained from Preparation I, we tried to 

regulate/modify the IC for each carotenoid in such a way that the EC values were 

about the same for each carotenoid. 

Fig.4-1 shows the different UV-Vis spectra of liposomes doped with 

carotenoids, after their separation and dissolution in ethanol. Fig.4-1A and C show 

the UV-Vis absorption spectra of these liposomes just after their preparation by 
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Preparation I and after 2 months of storage. Fig.4-1B and D show the UV-Vis 

absorption spectra of liposomes just after their preparation by Preparation II or 

after 2 months of storage. The EC values are mentioned in each case in the legend 

of these figures.  

 
Table 4-1 presents the IC, EC and IY for all carotenoid-doped SUV 

liposomes, obtained according to Preparations I and II. Fig.4-2 presents the 

incorporation yields [IY] of all carotenoids in liposomes using Preparations I or II 

[Fig 4-2A or B], just after their preparation or after two months of storage. One can 

notice that incorporated concentrations of carotenoids [EC values] were higher for 

LUT and ZEA, using both preparations and at all moments [0, 2 or 6 months of 
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storage]. The EC values for the carotenoids do not depend on the preparation 

procedure neither just after their preparation nor after two months of storage. The 

highest IY is exerted just after preparaion by LUT [about 72%], followed by ZEA [ 

about 46%], CTX [about 15 %] and BC [about 3.5%]. After two months of storage 

a considerable amount of carotenoids get lost. It is only about 13 % for LUT but 

about 50% for ZEA and even about 80% for the CTX. The loss of BC is also high 

but it has not been determined exactly because its IY is anyway very low. So, LUT 

maintained stable to an higher extent than ZEA and CTX. The incorporation yield 

[IY] of phospholipids into control liposomes was about 94% in all cases. 

EC [mol%] IY [%]  

Carotenoid 

 

Preparation 

IC [mol%] 

At direct 

preparation 
At day of  

preparation 

two months 

after 

preparation 

At day of  

preparation 

two months 

after 

preparation 

I 1.5 0.04 0.02 2.5 1.2  

BC 
II 3.0 0.13 0.09 4.5 3.0 

I 1.5 0.16 0.01 11.0 0.4  

CTX 
II 2.0 0.37 0.10 18.7 5.0 

II 0.5 0.38 0.32 77.0 63.8  

LUT 
I 1.5 1.05 0.91 67.2 60.5 

II 0.5 0.30 0.12 53.2 23.0  

ZEA 
I 1.5 0.60 0.35 40.0 23.3 

Table 4-1: Incorporation yields [IY] of different initial [IC] and effective [EC] 
concentrations of carotenoids in liposomes, directly after preparation and after two months 
storage. Both preparations [I and II] were considered. 
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After 6 months storage, the UV-Vis spectra [data not shown] indicated that 

obviously BC and CTX suffered complete decays, while ZEA underwent a partial 

decay. LUT was the most stable one. A distribution of LUT into two differently 

oriented pools within the membrane [Fig.2-23] probably is related to the higher 

stability of this pigment to bleaching. Two orthogonal orientations of dipole 

transition moments of LUT molecules will provide the membrane with an efficient 

screening system. A light beam which illuminates the surface of the membrane 

[along the axis normal to the membrane] will not be efficiently absorbed by the 

pigment which is oriented vertically but will on the other hand be efficiently 

absorbed by chromophores oriented perpendicularly to the direction of light 

propagation, that is in the membrane plane. This is a direct consequence of the 
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dependence of light absorption on the square of the cosine of the angle formed by 

the dipole transition moment of the chromophore and the electric vector of the 

electromagnetic wave [Gruszecki et al., 1999]. In that sense, LUT seems to be 

suited better than ZEA in acting like a screen against the excess of radiation. So, a 

main function of LUT in the membranes of retina is to decrease the level of blue 

light penetrating the membrane.[Sujak et al., 1999]. LUT was found that it can exist 

also in an  aggregated state in the membrane with the absorption band shifted 

towards shorter wavelengths [Gruszecki, 1999]. Such a hypsochromic shift makes 

it possible to filter out the high energy near UV radiation harmful to biological 

molecules. In addition, LUT has one less conjugated double bond [10 double 

bonds] than does the other carotenoids [11 double bonds], which may account for 

its somewhat slower reactivity to oxidation.   

Major carotenoids of human plasma and tissues were exposed to radical-

initiated autoxidation conditions. The consumption of lutein and zeaxanthin, the 

only carotenoids in the retina, and lycopene and β-carotene, the most effective 

quenchers of singlet oxygen in plasma, were compared. Under all conditions of free 

radical-initiated autoxidation of carotenoids which were investigated, the 

breakdown of lycopene and β-carotene was much faster than that of lutein and 

zeaxanthin. Under the influence of UV light in presence of Rose Bengal, by far the 

highest breakdown rate was found for β-carotene, followed by lycopene. Bleaching 

of carotenoid mixtures mediated by hypochloric acid [NaOCl], addition of azo-bis-

isobutyronitril [AIBN], and the photo-irradiation of carotenoid mixtures by natural 

sunlight lead to the following sequence of breakdown rates: lycopene > β-carotene 

> zeaxanthin > lutein. The slow degradation of the xanthophylls zeaxanthin and 

lutein may explain the prevalence of zeaxanthin and lutein in the retina of man and 

other species. In correspondence to that, the rapid degradation of β-carotene and 

lycopene under the influence of natural sunlight and UV light is postulated to be 
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the reason for the nearly complete lack of those two carotenoids in the human 

retina [Siems et al., 1999].  

Considering previous data obtained from different experiments in our 

laboratory or elsewhere we can assume that our results for EC and IY of LUT, 

ZEA, CTX and BC are comparable with previous data obtained for SUV liposomes 

[Socaciu et al., 1999; Socaciu et al., 2000a; Socaciu et al., 2002].  

The efficacy of carotenoids to filter out blue light was investigated in 

unilamellar liposomes [Junghans et al., 2001]. In this model, LUT and ZEA 

showed a stronger filtering efficacy than β-carotene or lycopene. It was suggested 

that the more higher efficacy of LUT and ZEA is related to the orientation of the 

incorporated molecules in the liposomal membrane. Such microstructural 

differences may be a reason why LUT and ZEA can be incorporated into 

membranes in higher amounts than other carotenoids like β-carotene or lycopene 

and why LUT and ZEA but not other carotenoids are used for the protection of 

macula. 

Conclusively, LUT and ZEA are best incorporated into liposomes, they cause 

the highest carotenoid/lipid ratio in the liposomes whereas BC causes the lowest 

one. These data suggest a preferential incorporation of polar carotenoids into SUV 

liposomes, LUT being favoured for incorporation and more stable in time. The 

threshold of incorporation [limit of saturation] seems to be around 0.3 mol% for 

LUT, ZEA and CTX and 0.1 mol% for BC. Lastly, in liposomes we could not 

succeed to have as high EC values for BC as for xanthophylls. 

  
4.1.2. Effects of carotenoids on membrane properties, evaluated by 
fluorescence spectrometry of Laurdan - and DPH - labeled liposomes 
 
 Fig.4-3A and B show the emission spectra [375-600 nm, using λexc=358 nm] 

of DPH-labeled liposomes, previously doped with carotenoids by Preparation I [A] 
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and Preparation II [B], respectively. The polar carotenoids [LUT and ZEA] cause a 

strong quenching of the DPH emission peak. The maximal quenching activity of 

both LUT and ZEA was 94%, less for CTX [67%] and low for BC [7%]. 

 Fig.4-3B shows the corresponding results using Preparation II. LUT and 

ZEA quench more efficiently the DPH emission, by 72% and 75% respectively, 

than CTX [46%] which is incorporated with about the same EC as LUT and ZEA.  

The lowest quenching efficiency was observed for BC [15%]. Here we must 

consider that BC we can incorporate only with an EC of about one third of the 

others and the quenching effect of BC is also one third that of CTX, but only one 

fifth that of LUT and ZEA.  These differences can be explained by the assumption 

that BC and CTX locate at about the same space, the core of the membrane where 

they, although better accessible to DPH, are subjected to a less lipophilic 

environment, because they simultaneously cause a more fluid membrane which 

allows a higher degree of water intrusion.     
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Table 4-2 presents the quenching efficiencies of all carotenoids in DPH-

labeled liposomes.   

Laurdan 
Quenching % 

 
Carotenoid 

 
Preparation 

 
IC [mol%] 

 
EC [mol%] 

DPH 
Quenching % 

EM EXC EM 

I 1.5 0.04 7.3 1.1 9.0  
 

BC 
II 3.0 0.13 15.0 42.2 44.5 

I 1.5 0.16 67.3 58.1 71.0  
 

CTX II 2.0 0.37 46.2 51.5 67.3 

II 0.5 0.38 71.7 68.1 77.2  
 

LUT 
I 1.5 1.05 94.5 82.1 89.3 

II 0.5 0.30 74.9 67.0 76.3  
 

ZEA I 1.5 0.60 93.8 76.8 87.1 

Table 4-2: Correlation between IC and EC values of carotenoids incorporated into 
liposomes and labeled with DPH or Laurdan. The fluorescence quenching efficiencies [%] 
of the individual carotenoids are also included. Both preparations [I and II] were 
considered. 

 Fig.4-4 A-D presents the excitation spectra [λem= 440 nm] [A and C] and 

emission spectra [λexc= 353 nm] [B and D] of Laurdan which was incorporated in 

the liposomes previously doped with carotenoids according to Preparation I. The 

spectra were registered either immediately after their preparation [A and B, 

respectively]  or after 2 months of storage [C and D].  

The incorporation of carotenoids exerts a strong quenching of Laurdan excitation 

peaks [A and C] especially in liposomes containing LUT and ZEA, less in 
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liposomes contain CTX and slightly in liposomes which contain BC. A significant 

quenching of fluorescence intensity was noticed for LUT and ZEA [82% and 77% 

respectively]. CTX was less efficient in quenching [58%] and BC had minimum 

quenching efficiency [1%]. The efficiency of quenching showed to be strongly 

correlated with the EC value and less related to the carotenoid structure. 

 The incorporation of carotenoids exerts also a strong quenching of Laurdan 

emission peaks [B and D] which was more efficient in liposomes containing LUT 

and ZEA, less efficient in liposomes containing CTX and low in liposomes 

containing BC. Carotenoids, at most LUT, ZEA and CTX, quenched very 

efficiently [89, 87 and 71%, respectively] the emission peak at 478 nm, while BC  

quenched only by 9%. 
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 Fig.4-5 A-D presents the excitation [λem= 440 nm] [A and C] and emission 

[λexc= 353 nm] [B and D] spectra of Laurdan which was incorporated in the 

liposomes previously doped with carotenoids according to Preparation II. The 

spectra were registered immediately after their preparation [A and B, respectively] 

or after 2 months of storage [C and D].  

Fig.4-5A and C show the efficiency of LUT and ZEA to quench the 

fluorescence intensity of Laurdan excitation up to 68% against control. Other 

carotenoids such as CTX and BC were less active as quenchers [51% and 42%, 

respectively]. 

Fig.4-5B and D show the efficiency of LUT and ZEA to quench the 

fluorescence intensity of Laurdan emission up to 77% against control. Other 

carotenoids such as CTX and BC were less active as quenchers [65% and 44% 

respectively]. 
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Fig.4-6 presents the correlation between the quenching efficiency and the EC 

of the carotenoids. The correlation factors [R2] are given for DPH and Laurdan. 

These values indicate statistically significant correlations [R2 = 0.5789 for DPH and 

0.5167 for Laurdan]. They show a generally positive correlation between the 

quenching efficiency and the EC values. LUT and ZEA are more close to the 

correlation line than BC which quenching efficiencies are below the correlation 

line, indicating a weak interaction with Laurdan.. The same holds partly for CTX. 

 
Our results are in accordance with those published recently [Socaciu et al., 

2002], where LUT and ZEA were significantly more effective quenchers of 

Laurdan than BC. This can be explained by their intense interaction with the lipid 

bilayer, containing a non-polar dye like DPH or an amphiphilic dye like Laurdan 

[located in the hydrophobic-hydrophilic interface of membrane].   

The quenching data registered for Laurdan [Fig.4-4 and 4-5, Table 4-2] show 

the efficiency of liposomes containing LUT and ZEA to display a strong 
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fluorescence quenching of Laurdan emission mainly in the 478 nm emission range. 

LUT and ZEA were also the most powerful quenchers of Laurdan excitation peaks 

[by 80%]. 

 To investigate the influence of carotenoids on membrane rigidity, we 

calculated the generalized polarization values. Fig.4-7 presents the relationships 

between the GPem values calculated for liposomes containing carotenoids and 

Laurdan, considering their EC values registered in both preparations I and II.  

LUT, ZEA and CTX revealed high GPem values while BC was nearly as low 

as the control value. It should be noticed that LUT and ZEA exerted the same 

strong quenching efficiency despite ZEA has only approximately the half EC value 

than LUT [Table 4-1]. The quenching capability of carotenoids depends on the 

number of conjugated double bonds. LUT has 10 conjugated double bonds, while 

ZEA contains 11 and it is indeed a better quencher than LUT [Conn et al., 1991]. 

From this point of view, the preponderance of ZEA over LUT in the macular center 

where the incident light is most intense and the formation of reactive species is 

greatest, seems suitable. 

An increase of the GPem values with its membrane concentration is observed 

for LUT and ZEA [Fig.4-7]. It is known that the more is positive the GPem, the 

more the membrane is rigid and hydrophobic. So, in the higher GPem values for 

LUT and ZEA suggest a rigidifying of membrane. The low GPem value of BC 

indicates a very small membrane rigidisation. This may be explained by its low EC 

value and by its preference to locate randomized in the non-polar core region of the 

bilayer.  CTX shows an as intensive interaction with Laurdan as do LUT and ZEA, 

whereas it was similar to BC considering the interaction with DPH. CTX may form 

an intermolecular hydrogen bond with Laurdan which is located nearer to the 

membrane head-group than DPH and thus bring CTX in a location which is more 

similar to that of LUT and ZEA which rigidify the membrane.  
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A general rigidifying effect was observed for xanthophylls, correlated with 

their capacity to affect membrane dynamics, acting as reactive oxygen species 

quenchers, decreasing permeability, increasing hydrophobicity in the membrane 

interior and decreasing the permeability to water and oxygen, in the polar head-

group region [Wisniewska and Subczynski, 1998]. The carotenoids found in cells 

and tissues reflect essentially the food composition but they seem to be selectively 

absorbed by membranes, depending on the structural carotenoid features [size, 

shape and polarity], as well as on membrane characteristics [composition, fluidity, 

cholesterol, protein content, ..etc] [Gruszecki, 1999 and references therein]. These 

properties determine the incorporation yield and the carotenoids’s ability to fit into 

the membrane bilayer.   
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Membrane rigidity seems to be strongly related to LUT and ZEA since these 

carotenoids have higher limits of insertion in the bilayer than BC and CTX, for 

which the limits of incorporation are significantly lower. These data affect strongly 

the selectivity of membranes against different carotenoids or cholesterol or other 

lipids absorbed from food, as it was published in many articles [Gruszecki, 1999 

and references therein; Sujak et al., 1999;Sujak and Gruszecki, 2000; Sujak et al., 

2000 and  Sujak et al., 2002]. 

 It has been reported that, LUT broadens the spectral NMR lines representing 

the resonance of 1H in CH2 and of terminal CH3 groups of the lipid acyl chains 

which is a direct demonstration of restriction of the lipid molecular motion brought 

about by interactions of the membrane embedded pigments [Chaturvedi and Kurup, 

1986]. Gabrielska and Gruszecki [1996] have shown by proton NMR that 

incorporation of zeaxanthin into the lipid bilayer is associated with increased 

rigidity of the membrane which is not observed in liposomes prepared with β-

carotene; they suggest that zeaxanthin molecules adopt a regular orientation in the 

membrane, with the polar ends contacting the aqueous milieu and the hydrophobic 

chain in the membrane’s hydrophobic core, and that β-carotene, which has no polar 

moiety, by contrast becomes randomly organized in the membrane [Fig.4-8]. 

     
Fig.4-8. Schematic drawing of the EYPC membrane containing ββββ-carotene and zeaxanthin. 
Please note the differences in the orientation of carotenoids, organization of alkyl chains 
and the distance between lipid head groups [adapted from Gabrielska and Gruszecki, 1996].    
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4.2. Carotenoids incorporated into microsomes 
 
 
4.2.1. Effective concentrations, incorporation yields and stability of 
carotenoids in microsomes 
 

The UV-Vis absorption spectra of BC, CTX, LUT and ZEA incorporated 

into microsomes, show the different abilities of the carotenoids to be incorporated 

and to be stable in the microsomal membrane. Their effective, final concentrations 

in microsomes [EC], the initial concentrations [IC] and the incorporation yields 

[IY] are presented in Table 4-3. To remember, we used two ways to incorporate 

carotenoids into microsomes:  

��Preparation I: a fixed IC of 1.5 mol% carotenoid/lipid was used for each 

carotenoid and then the EC and IY values were monitored.  

��Preparation II: those IC of the carotenoids  [2.5 mol% for BC, 2 mol% for 

CTX and 1 mol% for LUT and ZEA] were used which achieved about the 

same EC in the microsomes 

By Preparation I, using same IC values, we intended to find informations about the 

specific capacity of each carotenoid to be inserted into microsomes. By 

Preparation II, based on the experience obtained from Preparation I, we tried to 

regulate/modify the IC for each carotenoid in such a way that the EC values were 

about the same for each carotenoid. 

When all IC were 1.5 mol% [carotenoid to microsomal lipid molecular ratio], 

very similar ECs and IYs were obtained for LUT and ZEA. The second preparation 

had the aim to obtain about the same EC for each carotenoid. This is achieved here 

in the case of microsomes while into liposomes this could not achieved for BC. We 

see that BC can be incorporated better into microsomes than into liposomes [Table 

4-3]. The very low EC and IY of BC in the case of the low IC does not fit to the 

other results. It must be mentioned that BC during the incubation process got lost to 
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a considerable content whereas the other carotenoids did not. This holds also for 

the liposomes. In the discussion of results we consider this. The IY of LUT and 

ZEA are around 42%, CTX at around 26%. BC incorporates with the lowest IY. 

The stability of the carotenoids in microsomes is much more stable than in 

liposomes even after 7 months [-20°C]. 

EC [mol%] IY [%]  

Carotenoid 

 

Preparation 

IC [mol%] 

At direct 

preparation At day of 

preparation 

After one 

month of 

preparation 

After seven 

months of 

preparation 

At day of  

preparation 

After one 

month of 

preparation 

After seven 

months of 

preparation 

I 1.5 0.12 0.15 0.18 8.6 10.0 11.7  

BC II 2.5 0.57 0.67 0.42 23.0 26.7 17.0 

I 1.5 0.34 0.32 0.19 23.0 21.8 13.0  

CTX II 2.0 0.58 0.55 0.53 29.1 28.0 26.5 

II 1.0 0.47 0.43 0.46 47.0 43.1 46.0  

LUT I 1.5 0.54 0.60 0.64 36.5 39.9 42.7 

II 1.0 0.45 0.40 0.39 45.0 39.9 39.2  

ZEA I 1.5 0.63 0.52 0.42 42.0 34.2 27.8 

Table 4-3: Incorporation yields [IY] of carotenoids at different initial concentrations [IC] and 
effective final concentrations [EC] in microsomes. The data were registered at day of 
preparation or after one or seven months of storage. Both preparations [I and II] were 
considered.  

   Fig.4-9A-F show the UV-Vis spectra of microsomes doped with carotenoids 

after their separation and dissolution in ethanol. The spectral characteristics of 

carotenoids [fine structure of the absorption peaks] are well kept which 

demonstrates their stability also after storage. Fig.4-9A, B and C show the UV-Vis 

absorption spectra from carotenoid doped microsomes just after Preparation I and 

after one and seven months of storage, respectively. Fig.4-9D, E and F show the 
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UV-Vis absorption spectra of microsomes just after Preparation II and after one 

and seven months of storage, respectively. The corresponding EC values are given. 

 
Fig.4-10 summarizes the IY values from both preparations I and II [Fig.4-

10A or B] just after the preparation and after one and seven months of storage. The 

decay over the time is generally much weaker than in liposomes. In microsomes as 

well as in liposomes LUT appears to be the most stable and the ranking of IY is 

LUT > ZEA > CTX > BC. LUT proved to be better incorporated into liposomes 

than into microsomes [LUT around 70% in liposomes and 42% in microsomes], 

while ZEA was equally incorporated in both membrane types [around 46% in 

liposomes and 42% in microsomes]. In both systems LUT was highest incorporated 

and most stable in both membranes. BC and CTX were more favoured to enter and 

to keep stable in microsomes, and LUT seems to be incorporated better into 

liposomes than into microsomes. 
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  Our results for EC and  IY of LUT, ZEA, CTX and BC are in good 

agreement with previous data obtained for microsomes [Socaciu et al., 2000c]. 

With regard to the high stability of LUT, it  has been found that songbirds 

selectively incorporate LUT into and exclude ZEA from yellow feathers [McGraw 

et al., 2003]. The authors suggest that LUT may out-compete ZEA for binding sites 

in feather follicles. At the functional level, it is especially perplexing why a more 

conjugated [and thus more colourful] molecule like ZEA is not shunted to brightly 

coloured feathers that probably are used as sexual or social signals to attract mates 

or repel competitors. One intriguing possibility is that ZEA containing more 

conjugated bounds is a superior antioxidant than LUT, such that ZEA may be saved 

in the living tissue for intracellular free radical-scavenging rather than made 

inaccessible by allocating it to non-living feathers. Another idea is that extrinsic 

selection pressures such as predation and light environment favour yellow LUT-
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based plumage colouration over the more orange hue that would be generated by 

the incorporation of ZEA into feathers.  

A demonstration that LUT is more stable than ZEA was also given by 

Khachick et al. [1995]. They purified LUT from marigold flowers and ZEA from 

Lycium chinense, a berry used in Chinese traditional medicine, and administered 

suspensions in olive oil to three volunteers. Daily doses of 10 mg were given for 18 

[LUT] or 21 [ZEA] days. HPLC showed that the serum levels of both carotenoids 

peaked after one weak: LUT at 0.9 µmol/L, and ZEA considerably lower at 0.1 

µmol/L.  

Considering the general ratio of IYs for BC: CTX: LUT: ZEA, this was 1: 2: 

3: 3 in microsomes comparing with 1: 5: 20: 15 in liposomes. Overall, one can 

deduce that microsomes favour BC and CTX more and LUT less than liposomes 

do. One of the possible explanations for the discrimination of LUT and ZEA is, that 

ZEA is oriented in the lipid bilayer as close to the normal as possible. It induces 

minute disturbances of membrane structure or even exerts an ordering effect. It is 

likely, that this specific property of ZEA is due to the geometry and rigidity of its 

structure. The only stable position of the ZEA molecule in the lipid bilayer is such 

that its two hydroxyls interact with two opposite polar regions. In other words, the 

ZEA molecule must span the hydrophobic core of bilayer. Relatively free rotation 

of one ring in the LUT molecule make possible that molecules of LUT can be 

parallel to the plane of membrane with their hydrophobic portions in the core of 

bilayer and polar groups interacting with polar head region at the same side of the 

bilayer [Fig.2-23]. Such a carotenoid orientation introduces disorder to the 

membrane [Sielewiesiuk et al., 1997].  

We conclude that microsomes are a membrane system which can be useful 

for further studies of carotenoid effects on natural membranes. 
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4.2.2. Effects of carotenoids on membrane properties, evaluated by 
fluorescence spectrometry of Laurdan - and DPH - labeled microsomes 
 

Fig.4-11A and B shows the emission spectra [375-600 nm, using λexc=358 

nm] of DPH-labeled microsomes, previously doped with carotenoids by 

Preparation I [A] and Preparation II [B], respectively. 

 

 
Table 4-4 shows the absolute values of the quenching efficiencies of all 

carotenoids in DPH-labeled microsomes. The maximal quenching efficiency for 

LUT was 32% and for CTX 45%. BC and ZEA showed very different quenching 

efficiencies: only 2.7 % [Preparation I] and 43.8 % [Preparation II] for BC and 

13.2% and 55% for ZEA respectively. By Preparation II [which realized almost 

equal ECs for all carotenoids] one can say that BC and CTX quenched more 
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efficiently the DPH fluorescence than LUT. ZEA has a very low quenching 

efficiency [Fig.4-11B]. 

Laurdan Quenching 
[%] 

 
Carotenoid 

 
Preparation 

 
IC 

[mol%] 

 
EC  

[mol%] 

DPH 
Quenching [%] 

EM EXC EM 

I 1.5 0.12 2.7 8.8 4.0  
BC 

II 2.5 0.57 43.8 59.0 57.4 

I 1.5 0.34 38.8 37.9 32.5  
CTX 

II 2.0 0.58 55.0 65.0 64.5 

II 1.0 0.47 31.4 40.6 40.0  
LUT 

I 1.5 0.54 32.4 35.0 33.0 

II 1.0 0.45 13.2 22.3 23.7  
ZEA 

I 1.5 0.63 54.5 46.6 49.5 

 
Table 4-4: Correlation between IC and EC values of carotenoids incorporated into 
microsomes and labeled with DPH or Laurdan. The fluorescence quenching efficiencies[%] 
of individual carotenoids are also included. Both preparations [I and II] were considered.  

 

These data suggest that in the non-polar region of the membrane, where DPH 

is located, BC and CTX are interacting more with DPH, while ZEA insertion does 

not interfere considerably with this region. It seems that the correlation between 

quenching efficiency and EC values is more important in microsomes than in 

liposomes. The correlation curve [Fig.4-14] suggests this. 

 Fig.4-12 A-F presents the excitation spectra [λem= 440 nm] [A, C and E]  and 

emission spectra [λexc= 353 nm] [B, D and F] of Laurdan which was incorporated 
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into the microsomes doped with carotenoids according to Preparation I. The 

spectra were registered either immediately after their preparation [A and B, 

respectively] or after 1 month of storage [C and D] and after 7 months of storage [E 

and F]. To remember, Preparation I showed a preference of incorporation for ZEA 

and LUT compared to CTX and BC. In parallel to this preference, ZEA and LUT 

had higher quenching efficiencies, showing that they interact stronger with Laurdan 

in the membrane than BC does. 

   
Storage did not change the quenching effect with the exception of ZEA 

which decayed in time and decreased its quenching ability compared to LUT 

[Fig.4-12C and D]. The order of quenching is the same in the emission and 

excitation spectra of Laurdan. Under storage, there is not much change. All 

carotenoids seem to increase the rigidity. The GPem values quantify this [Fig.4-15].   
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The efficiency of quenching is strongly correlated with the EC value for both dyes, 

Laurdan and DPH [Fig.4-14]. 

 Fig.4-13 A-F presents the excitation [λem= 440 nm] [A, C and E] and 

emission [λexc= 353 nm] [B, D and F] spectra of Laurdan which was incorporated 

in the microsomes previously doped with carotenoids according to Preparation II. 

The spectra were registered immediately after their preparation [A and B, 

respectively] or after one month of storage [C and D] or after 7 months [E and F]. 

  
To remember, by Preparation II we realized almost equal concentrations of 

carotenoids in microsomes. Under these conditions, we observed for BC and CTX 

the highest quenching efficiency and not for LUT and ZEA. This interaction keeps 

constant during storage for 1 and 7 months and can be seen in both, excitation and 

emission, spectra. The high quenching efficiency of BC may be attributed to its 
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different location in microsomes and liposomes, BC in microsomes may not 

completely located in the core of the membrane as it does in liposomes, but partly 

will span the membrane and orient perpendicular to the membrane plane because of 

a stronger interaction of the aromatic rings of BC and cholesterol moieties [Socaciu 

et al., 2000c]. It may be that CTX plays a similar role in our system. 

The ranking of the quenching efficiency is similar with Laurdan and DPH. 

But the quenching of Laurdan is stronger than that of DPH. This suggests that all 

the carotenoids have close interaction with Laurdan. For BC and CTX this happens 

because of their partly orientation to the head-group area. It is remarkable that 

despite equal EC, BC and CTX quench Laurdan fluorescence more effective than 

LUT and ZEA, just opposite as it is the case in liposomes. Obviously the 

incorporation of ZEA and LUT into the microsomal membrane is restricted by the 

presence of cholesterol. From Fig.4-13B, D and F one can see the tendency of 

carotenoids to rigidify the membrane, comparing with control [quantitatively 

demonstrated by the GPem values, see Fig.4-15]. Table 4-4 summarizes all data 

concerning the quenching efficiencies of carotenoids using DPH and Laurdan. 

Considering this percentage of quenching observed from the spectra of both 

fluorescent dyes [DPH and Laurdan] which labeled carotenoid-doped microsomes 

[presented in Fig.4-11, 4-12 and 4-13], we tried to establish the relationships and 

correlations between the EC values of carotenoids, their structure and the efficiency 

of quenching.  

Fig.4-14 presents the correlation curves of the quenching efficiencies with 

the EC values, and the correlation factors [R2]. Positive correlations are obtained 

between the quenching efficiencies and the EC values of the carotenoids, the values 

of R2 being statistically significant [0.737 for Laurdan and 0.646 for DPH]. The 

correlation coefficients are higher in microsomes than in liposomes, especially for 

Laurdan. This gives us the possibility to evaluate the carotenoid concentrations 
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from intact microsomes by a fluorospectrometry instead of dissolving the 

microsomes, extracting the carotenoids and then determine the carotenoid 

spectrophotometrically. 

  
To investigate the influence of carotenoids on membrane rigidity, we 

calculated the generalized polarization values from the emission spectra of 

Laurdan. Fig.4-15 presents the relation between the GPem values and the EC values 

of the incorporated carotenoids.  
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The membrane rigidity which is obtained by the low incorporation concentrations 

of ZEA and LUT turns to a more fluid state at high incorporation concentrations. 

This may be explained by a kind of incorporation saturation, where the membrane 

well fitting locations for ZEA and LUT are reduced by the presence of cholesterol 

which leads to a more unordered way of incorporation in microsomes, but not in 

liposomes. CTX revealed a rigidifying effect, proportional to its concentration in 

the membrane. The higher GPem values for CTX may account possibly to develop 

crystal deposition as has been known for CTX in monkey retina [Goralczyk et al., 

2000]. A similar behavior but a less rigidifying effect and less well correlated with 

the EC value was seen for BC. Our conclusion is that xanthophylls [ZEA and LUT] 

are just modulators of membrane rigidity and not real rigidifying molecules. 

Socaciu et al., 2000b, concluded from their investigations that the incorporation of 

carotenoids competes with the incorporation of cholesterol [as a main component in 
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microsomes] with respect to their modulating effect on membrane mechanics. Also 

Grolier et al., 1992, showed a high competition of cholesterol and carotenoids with 

respect to their incorporation into liposomes. Other investigations using 

multilamellar liposomes prepared from DMPC or EYPC with various 

concentrations of LUT, ZEA and cholesterol, revealed that the membrane ordering 

effect induced by 10 mol% of xanthophylls was comparable to an effect induced by 

20 mol% of cholesterol [Subczynski et al., 1994]. Cholesterol causes a fluidizing 

effect in the membrane core and an increased oxygen transport across the 

membrane, while carotenoids have opposite effects in this region. While 

dihydroxy carotenoids [LUT and ZEA] behave like ‘rivets’ spanning the entire 

membrane bilayer and bracing together the two halves of the bilayer, cholesterol 

acts as ‘nails’ inserted into one half of the lipid bilayer [Fig.4-16]. In another 

peripheral but potentially important aspect of carotenoid biochemistry, Jialal et al 

1991, suggested that carotenoids may play a role in preventing cholesterol 

formation and reducing the amount of plaque deposits that are formed inside 

arteries in patients suffering from atherosclerosis [hardening of the arteries]. 

 
Fig.4-16. Schematic representation of an artificial lipid membrane containing cholesterol 
and dipolar carotenoids [adapted from Havaux, 1998]. 

 

Membrane rigidity seems to be very important since some carotenoids which 

have higher limits of insertion in the bilayer induce an increase of hydrophobicity. 
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These properties affect strongly the selectivity of membranes against different 

carotenoids absorbed from food, as it was published in many articles [Gruszecki, 

1999 and references therein]. In our experiments with microsomes, it seems that 

the bioavailability for unpolar and polar carotenoids is similar. It was concluded 

that carotenoids can be incorporated into microsomes with good efficiency, but 

limited to a concentration which does not increase essentially normal membrane 

anisotropy [Socaciu et al., 2000c]. It is known that proteins and other naturally 

present compounds like tocopherols may stabilize carotenoids in biological 

environments [Britton, 1995]. Proteins may thus protect carotenoids from 

destruction and pro-oxidant effect on lipid oxidation. Particularly important in 

relation to the functioning of carotenoids is the role of proteins in maintaining the 

correct position of the carotenoid with respect to other molecules. Also, it has been 

shown that polar and unpolar carotenoids are both active in inhibiting microsomal 

phospholipid peroxidation [Palozza and Krinsky, 1992; Nagakawa et al., 1997].  

 

4.3. Carotenoids incorporated into D407 RPE cells  
 

4.3.1. Effective concentrations and incorporation yields of carotenoids in cells 
 

From UV-Vis absorption spectra of the carotenoids BC, CTX, LUT and 

ZEA, incorporated into cells, the  abilities of the carotenoids to be incorporated and 

to be stable in the cellular membrane were investigated. Their effective, final 

concentrations in cells [EC] initial concentrations [IC] and the incorporation yields 

[IY] are presented in Table 4-5. 
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A: Procedure I [Carotenoids delivered to cells in Fetal Calf Serum] 
 
Carotenoid IC  

[µµµµg carotenoid/106 cells] 
Incubation Time EC 

 [µµµµg carotenoid/106 cells] 
IY% 

BC 26 48 h 0.02 0.1 

CTX 26 48 h 0.08 0.3 

LUT 26 48 h 0.90 3.0 

ZEA 26 48 h 1.10 4.1 

 
B: Procedure II [Carotenoids delivered to cells in THF] 
 
Carotenoid IC  

[µµµµg carotenoid/106 cells] 
Incubation Time EC  

[µµµµg carotenoid/106 cells] 
IY% 

0.25 h 0.20 0.7 

0.5 h 0.23 0.9 

1 h 0.19 0.7 

 
 

BC 

 
 

26 

24 h 0.20 0.8 

0.25 h 1.40 5.3 

0.5 h 1.24 4.7 

1 h 1.45 5.4 

 
 

CTX 

 
 

26 

24 h 0.60 2.3 

0.25 h 1.98 7.4 

0.5 h 1.66 6.3 

1 h 1.60 6.0 

 
LUT 

 
 

26 

24 h 0.94 4.0 

0.25 h 2.50 9.2 

0.5 h 3.37 13.0 

1 h 4.00 15.0 

 
ZEA 

 
 

26 

24 h 2.30 9.0 

 
Table 4-5: Incorporation yields [IY%] of carotenoids co-cultivated with RPE cells by procedure I [A] and 
procedure II [B] at IC = 26 µµµµg carotenoid/106 cells. EC values of each carotenoid are also presented.  
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To remember, we used two different ways to incorporate carotenoids into cells:  

��Procedure I: carotenoids were delivered to cells in fetal calf serum as vehicle  

at IC = 26 µg carotenoid/106 cells, and then the EC and IY values were 

monitored after 48 h of incubation.  

��Procedure II: carotenoids were delivered to cells in THF as vehicle at IC = 

26 µg carotenoid/106 cells, and then the EC and IY values were monitored 

after various times of incubation.  

Different procedures to incorporate carotenoids into RPE cells have been used 

because from the literature no clear argumentation for a certain method was 

available. Obviously THF is the better solvent for the caroteoids without doing 

harm to the cells [Table 4-5]. From the Tables 4-5, 4-3 and 4-1 we see that the 

incorporation yields of all the carotenoids are smaller in RPE cells than in 

microsomes and liposomes. But this observation may result from the fact that very 

high ICs were used in order to get sufficient ECs, and a comparison of absolute 

values between liposomal vesicles, microsomal vesicles and cells is not possible. 

But the ranking of IYs is to be discussed for comparable ICs. In cells and in 

microsomes we find ZEA > LUT > CTX > BC, whereas for liposomes the ranking 

distinctly is: LUT> ZEA > CTX > BC. Therefore microsomes are good model in 

this respect. The data indicate that the xanthophylls [ZEA and LUT] appear to 

accumulate much better in RPE cells than the less polar carotenoid CTX  and, least, 

the non-polar carotenoid BC  

Fig.4-17 shows the UV-Vis spectra of RPE cells doped with carotenoids by 

procedure I, after cell solubilization by Triton X-100 and the release of carotenoid 

into an ethanol solution. One can identify the incorporated carotenoids and verify 

highest incorporation for ZEA and LUT. 
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 Fig.4-18 summarizes the IY values of all carotenoids incorporated into RPE 

cells using procedure I. It shows the clear preference of ZEA and LUT. 
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 Fig.4-19 presents the UV-Vis spectra of RPE cells doped with carotenoids by 

procedure II during one day. It is obvious that ZEA has certain traits that render it 

better than LUT at cellular and retinal deposition. Again we see that RPE cells 

favour ZEA more than LUT and the other carotenoids which points to the actual 

function of ZEA to absorb damaging light and to neutralize toxic free radicals. 

Scheidegger et al., 1998, hypothesized that ZEA plays a major role in the 

protection of macular tissue from oxidative damage. And ZEA appeared to be a 

better photo-protector than LUT during a prolonged UV exposure [Sujak et al., 

1999]. Working with quail as an animal model, it was demonstrated that light 

damage is strongly influenced by the amount of zeaxanthin in the retina, and that a 

significantly greater retinal protection is provided at dietary levels higher than those 

normally occurring in the diet. Thomson et al., 2002, suggest that ZEA is well 

suited to its role in maintaining retinal health, and it may be the backbone for a 

strategy to prevent or intervene in macular degeneration. It preferentially 

accumulates in the macula where it absorbs harmful blue light, and it accumulates 

in the RPE and the most vulnerable portions of the photoreceptors where its potent 

anti-oxidant capacity can prevent oxidative damage, a problem that increases with 

aging. 
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 Fig.4-20 presents the IY values of all carotenoids in RPE cells doped by 

procedure II during one day of incubation. ZEA achieved the highest IY [about 

12%], followed by LUT [6%], and BC only 0.8%. ZEA reaches its IY maximum 

after one hour of incubation and then it decays from 15% to 9% after 24 h of 

incubation. LUT reaches its saturation earlier and decays faster than ZEA. In 

microsomes there is not a big difference in the incorporation yields and decay rates 

of ZEA and LUT. But in liposomes LUT incorporates with the highest yield and 

remains most stable. So, there must be a mechanism which prefers ZEA for its 

prevalence in RPE cells. Two RPE-special explanations shall be discussed. First, 

the higher IY and slower decay of ZEA compared to LUT [Fig.4-20] prefers its 

diffusion process from the blood plasma to the retinal cell and farther to the macula 

as it is indicated in Figure 2-11. Secondly, in the retina may exist an enzymatic 
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metabolisation of LUT to ZEA as we discussed already in chapter 2.2.4 based on a 

finding of Bone et al., 1993.   

 
4.3.2. Effects of carotenoids on membrane properties, evaluated by 
fluorescence spectrometry of Laurdan-labeled cells 
 

 Fig.4-21 presents the excitation spectra [λem= 440 nm] and emission spectra 

[λexc= 353 nm] of Laurdan which was incorporated in the RPE cells previously 

doped with carotenoids. The incorporation of carotenoids exerts a strong quenching 

of Laurdan fluorescence. The ranking of the quenching efficiency is ZEA = LUT > 

CTX > BC for procedure I and ZEA > LUT = CTX > BC for procedure II. 
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    Fig.4-22 summarizes the results concerning the quenching efficiencies of 

the carotenoids to Laurdan. In order to get an experimental confirmation both, the 

excitation and the emission specra, have been plotted for both procedures. The 

agreement from different measurements is excellent. By procedure II the quenching 

was less efficient for LUT and ZEA than by procedure I. One of the possible 

explanations of this finding is that THF [a five-member ring containing an oxygen] 

penetrates into the head-group region of the membrane and dislocates LUT and 

ZEA from a more perpendicular-to-membrane location to a more in-membrane-

plane location where their interaction with Laurdan is weaker. This argument is 

supported by the fact that the quenching efficiency of CTX and BC which are 
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anyway more located in the core region of the membrane do not depend on the 

method of their incorporation. 

   
 To investigate the influence of carotenoids on membrane rigidity, we 

calculated the generalized polarization values. Fig.4-23 presents the GPem values 

for RPE cells containing carotenoids and Laurdan. With the exception of the low 

BC concentration [here the GPem value is not significantly different from the 

control], we find a membrane rigidisation by the carotenoid incorporations. The 

ranking is: ZEA > LUT > CTX > BC. The GPem values of ZEA and LUT do not 

depend on the method of their incorporation. This is not in agreement with our 

former argumentation that THF dislocates partly ZEA and LUT, otherwise their 

GPem values should be lower in the case of the THF vehicle. Therefore we have to 

consider also the possibility that THF excludes Laurdan from cell membrane to 
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some extent. The quenching efficiency can also explained by this. The high GPem 

values of LUT and ZEA suggest a rigidifying of the retinal cell membrane. 

  
 The incorporation of ZEA into phospholipid membrane systems has at least 

three known effects, which are not restricted to antioxidant activity: 

1] ZEA increases the ordering of the hydrocarbon chains by its ability to integrate 

into the membrane, effectively modifying the structure of the membrane [Gruszecki 

and Sielewiesiuk, 1990], 2] ZEA decreases the oxygen diffusion rate which controls 

the rate of chemical reactions with oxygen and should help to protect the fatty acids 

from oxidation [Gruszecki and Sielewiesiuk, 1990], and 3] ZEA [but not β-

carotene] mechanically stabilizes model membranes and decreases the water flow 

across them [Subczynski et al., 1991].   
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  In plants ZEA has a well accepted photo-protective role. When plants are 

exposed to excess light, ZEA is synthesized and it helps to dissipate energy that can 

not be used for photosynthesis so that the plant is protected from light damage. 

When plants return to moderate light levels, ZEA must be removed or the energy 

continues to be dissipated and the normal efficiency of photosynthesis is 

diminished. In fact, ZEA concentrations go through a daily cycle, low at night and 

high at midday, whereas β-carotene concentrations fluctuate less and are lower 

when the light is more intense. These and other observations have led to the 

conclusion that ZEA is the carotenoid that protects the photosynthetic apparatus 

when photon flux density is high [Schubert et al., 1994] . The accumulation of ZEA 

to protect the primate fovea appears to be exploiting an ancient and ubiquitous 

evolutionary adaptation from the plant kingdom.  

 The polarity of the carotenoids may therefore be crucial for transport into the 

RPE cells. β-carotene was not even detected in postmortem retina from a subject 

who had been taking very high doses of a combination of β-carotene and 

canthaxanthin [Daicker et al., 1987]. The less polar canthaxanthin, on other hand, 

was present in substantial amounts but still much less that zeaxanthin and lutein.  
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5. Conclusion  
 

Carotenoid pigments are ubiquitous in plant and animal organisms and they 

are known to have several important physiological functions, such as: light 

harvesting in photosynthesis [Paulsen, 1999], protection of neighbouring 

biomolecules against oxidative damage which is realized via the quenching of 

triplet states of photosensitizers and deactivation of singlet oxygen and free radicals 

[Krinsky, 1998], modification of dynamic and structural properties of lipid 

membranes [Gruszecki, 1999] and proteins [Moskalenko and Karapetyan, 1996] 

and other biological roles [Britton, 1995].  

The biological importance of the two carotenoid pigments lutein and 

zeaxanthin found in the retinal membranes of the eye, [Snodderly, 1984] is still not 

fully understood and is one of the subjects of interest motivating recent research 

[Landrum and Bone, 2001; Sommerburg et al., 1999; Gruszecki et al., 1999; Sujak 

et al., 1999]. Lutein and zeaxanthin are present in the membranes of retina and in 

particular in the macula lutea, the yellow spot located in the retina, close to the 

optical axis of an eye [Snodderly, 1984]. The role of these two pigments in the 

macula is most probably directly related to the protection against the free radical 

attack on the membrane components and also to the attenuation of the short-

wavelength radiation penetrating the retina and being potentially harmful by 

photosensitization [Sommerburg et al., 1999; Gruszecki et al., 1999; Sujak et al., 

1999]. Both the radical-scavenger [Woodall et al., 1997; Stahl et al., 1998] and the 

filtering efficacy [Junghans et al., 2001; Britton et al., 1995] of zeaxanthin and 

lutein in the lipid membranes are potentially dependent on the organization of 

xanthophyll-lipid membranes.  
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In particular, the localization of a carotenoid molecule in the lipid membrane, 

its orientation and optical properties have to be taken into account while 

considering the action of carotenoid pigments in membranes [Gruszecki, 1999]. 

The effect of carotenoid pigments on structural and dynamic properties of 

biological membranes and model lipid membranes has been extensively studied in 

recent years by means of several experimental techniques: electron paramagnetic 

resonance [EPR], light scattering in liposome suspension, differential scanning 

calorimetry, X-ray diffractometry and nuclear magnetic resonance applied to 

phosphorous nuclei [31P-NMR] and carbon nuclei [13C-NMR] of phospholipid 

molecules [ see Gruszecki, 1999 for a review]. The effect of carotenoid pigments 

on structural and dynamic properties of lipid membranes observed in those 

biophysical studies may be summarized as follows: 

[1] The chromophore of carotenoid pigment molecules is located in the 

hydrophobic core of a membrane. Xanthophyll pigments [LUT and ZEA] with their 

polar group located at the opposite ends of a rigid, rod-like molecule are oriented to 

place their polar groups in the two opposite polar zones of the bilayer. 

[2] The effect of carotenoid  pigments on molecular dynamics of a lipid 

membrane is based on hydrophobic, Van der Waals interaction between the rigid 

pigment molecules and alkyl lipid chains undergoing continuous gauche-trans 

isomerization and hydrogen bonding formation between polar groups of 

xanthophylls and lipid heads. These interactions result in a fluidization of the well-

ordered structure of a lipid membrane in the “crystal state” and a rigidifying effect 

of a membrane in its fluid state. The effect of the increase of motional freedom of 

lipid molecules in a membrane, referred to as the fluidization, is reported to be 

more distinctly pronounced in the case of β-carotene while the opposite - the 

rigidifying effect - is reported in the case of polar xanthophylls (LUT and ZEA). 

The dihydroxy carotenoids [ZEA and LUT] are more effective in affecting 
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membrane properties than β-carotene. They have been shown to increase the 

rigidity [as evaluated by using a generalized polarization parameter from Laurdan 

spectra] of the membrane and act as “ molecular rivets” bracing together the two 

leaflets of the bilayers to reinforce them [see Figures 4-7 and 4-23]. Incorporation 

of polar carotenoids into a lipid bilayer usually results in a decrease in membrane 

fluidity and an increase in membrane stability. The inclusion of a non-polar 

carotene into the membrane increases the motional freedom of the polar head 

groups, presumably via generation of a free space in that portion of the bilayer. β-

carotene is not effective in reinforcement of the membrane structure but makes the 

membrane less compact in its polar region. It may be that canthaxanthin plays a 

similar role as β-carotene that is to perturb the acyl chain packing and to increase 

bilayer permeability. 

The UV-Visible study showed that the membrane structure was affected very 

differently by incorporating polar carotenoids or β-carotene. The incorporation of 

β-carotene at different concentrations resulted in a very small miscibility of β-

carotene with phospholipid bilayer, although β-carotene may primarily localize 

within the hydrophobic core of the membrane without well defined orientation 

[Gabrielska and Gruszecki, 1996] [see Figures 4-1, 4-9A-C, 4-17, and 4-19; tables 

4-1, 4-3 and 4-5]. The molecular assembly of LUT and ZEA in the membrane is 

more stable than that of β-carotene. LUT and ZEA can easily fit into the 

phospholipid lamellar structure [an ordering effect] and they should be oriented 

parallel to the hydrocarbon chains in the phospholipid bilayer. The two polar ends 

of them are in contact with an opposite polar zone of the bilayer, achieving a very 

high miscibility with the phospholipid bilayer. The results presented in this work 

clearly demonstrate that the interactions between carotenoids and lipids in the 

membrane strongly depend on the structure of the carotenoid, the polarity and the 

rigidity of the molecule being the most important factors. These findings give 
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reason to suppose an evolutionary selection of certain carotenoids to optimise their 

function in certain membranes.  

To approach the in vivo environment pig liver microsomes and RPE cells 

were chosen and we found that ZEA, whose distribution in the membrane is more 

homogenous, has certain traits that render it better than LUT at cellular deposition 

[see Figures 4-9A, 4-17, 4-18, 4-19 and 4-20]. ZEA is oriented in the lipid bilayer 

as close to the normal as possible. It induces minute disturbances of the membrane 

structure and even exerts an ordering effect while the relatively free rotation of one 

ring in the LUT molecule allows that molecules of LUT can be located parallel to 

the plane of membrane with their hydrophobic portions in the core of bilayer and 

polar groups interacting with polar head region at the same side of the bilayer 

[Fig.2-23]. Such a carotenoid orientation introduces disorder to the membrane 

[Sielewiesiuk et al., 1997].  

LUT was found to be the most stable carotenoid against bleaching during 

storage while ZEA underwent a partial decay [see Figures 4-1, 4-2, 4-9B, C and F, 

4-10]. This finding may provide the speculation that LUT be converted into ZEA 

by the retina [Bone et al., 1997]. Because LUT is more widely available in food 

than ZEA, such a conversion would have the advantage of giving the retina a 

stronger source for its ZEA. The existence of two orthogonally oriented pools of 

LUT in lipid bilayers increases considerably the chances of light to be captured by 

a carotenoid molecule and to cover all the possible orientations of the electric 

vector of the excitation beam, which may interact with pigment and assure effective 

light absorption. In that sense, LUT seems to be suited better than ZEA in acting 

like a screen against the excess of radiation [Sujak et al., 1999]. In addition LUT 

has one conjugated double bond less [10 double bonds] than the other carotenoids 

[11 double bonds] have, which may account for its somewhat slower reactivity to 

oxidation.  
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Resonance Raman spectroscopic studies indicate that β-carotene is restricted 

to the hydrophobic core of the bilayer [Van de Ven et al., 1984]. β-Carotene, and 

presumably lycopene, would thus be susceptible to be attacked by peroxyl radicals 

generated in this area, but less accessible to radicals generated in the aqueous 

phase. Zeaxanthin, a dihydroxy carotenoid, spans across the DMPC bilayer 

[Gruszecki and Sielewiesiuk, 1990] and adopts a similar orientation in EYPC 

bilayers with the polar hydroxyl groups located close to the hydrophobic-

hydrophlic interface of the lipid bilayer. Zeaxanthin is thus held in close proximity 

and approximately parallel to the lipid acyl chains. This is the optimum position to 

provide membrane protection against peroxyl radicals at all depths in the 

hydrophobic phase. Zeaxanthin shall also be able to intercept peroxyl radicals 

entering the lipid layer from the aqueous phase. A direct presence of xanthophylls 

in close proximity of lipid molecules potentially increases their chances to be 

protected against oxidative damage. Such a statement follows directly from the 

ability of xanthophyll pigments to: 

[1] conserve the membrane integrity via reinforcement of the lipid bilayer 

structure, 

[2] increase the hydrophobic barrier of the membrane, 

[3] limit oxygen penetration within the membrane, 

[4] quench photo-chemically reactive species responsible for initiation and 

prolongation of the lipid peroxidation in the membrane [Edge et al., 1997].   

Fluorescence techniques are specifically sensitive and broadly applied. 

Fluorophores are incorporated into the membranes and the resulting fluorescence 

properties (quenching, spectral shifts, depolarisation, fluorescence life time)  are 

used for the evaluation of  membrane properties.  

Lipophilic fluorophores like DPH and Laurdan are molecules which easily 

share membrane locations with carotenoids. They come into such a tight vicinity 
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that they interact with each other and it is not always easy to discriminate if a 

specific fluorescence signal is determined by the membrane which has been 

modulated by the pigment, or if the signal is directly determined by an interaction 

of the fluorophore with the pigment. In any case, informations about the location of 

the carotenoid are obtained if the location of the fluorophore is known as it is the 

case for Laurdan. Its fluorescence in membranes is strongly quenched by 

carotenoids. This property is proportional to the carotenoid content and can even be 

used to check the pigment concentrations. It has been demonstrated that the 

xanthophylls [LUT and ZEA] are significantly more efficient quenchers of DPH 

and Laurdan in membrane than BC [see Figures 4-3, 4-4, 4-5, 4-11A, 4-12, 4-21, 4-

22], indicating that the physical interaction of the carotenoid with the bilayer is an 

important determinant of quenching activity. LUT and ZEA are densely located 

between incoming light and photoreceptors such that they act efficiently as a blue 

light filter, shielding the most sensitive part of the retina from radiation. LUT and 

ZEA are also efficient singlet oxygen quenchers and are capable to scavenge the 

product of photooxidative reactions initiated by blue light.  
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